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ABSTRACT 
 
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) elevation data was collected in 2011 for 
the Drift Creek watershed, Lincoln County, Oregon.  LiDAR derived images were used 
to map landslide deposits, scarp flanks and head scarps.  Landslide features, such as the 
type of movement, relative age, pre-failure slope angle, head scarp heights, failure depth, 
and direction, were also characterized.   Landslide susceptibility zones for the entire 
watershed were generated combining a factor of safety approach, which utilizes the 
infinite slope analysis.  Spatial statistics were calculated with respect to landslides and 
their proximity to roads and streams.   
A total of 473 landslides have been located in the Drift Creek watershed through 
applications of the Geographic Information System (GIS).  A portion of the total number 
of landslides mapped using LiDAR data were field checked to ensure mapping accuracy.  
Rock and soil samples, collected in the field, were used to classify fine and coarse-
grained materials that comprise most of the watershed.   
 Effects of timber harvesting practices are profound in the study area, impacting 
both hydrological and ecological regimes.  Most logging roads either cut across the toes 
of the landslides or apply large live loads to slope crests, thereby promoting landslide-
related erosion.  This study found that in the Drift Creek watershed, landslides directly 
impact (intersect) 22% of streams and 14% of roads.  All of the streams in the study area 
flow into the Alsea River, which ultimately discharges into the Pacific Ocean.  
!2!
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 – Landslide Problem in the Drift Creek watershed 
 
 Landslides annually cause $1-2 billion in real estate and infrastructure damage and 
up to 50 deaths in the United States (Glass, 2013).  Landslides and debris flows are 
common in the Oregon Coast Range (OCR) due to the combination of high precipitation, 
steep slopes, and weak, highly weathered geologic units (Burns, 1998).  The Drift Creek 
watershed is located in the central OCR, a part of the greater Pacific Coast Range, and is 
highly prone to landslide activity.   
 The Drift Creek watershed is one of the four watersheds that comprise the Alsea 
Sub-Basin in Lincoln County, Oregon (Figure 1.1).  The size of the watershed is       
160.1 km2 (61.8 mi2) where tributary streams flow into the Drift Creek, then into the 
Alsea River, and ultimately into the Pacific Ocean.  This area had not previously been 
mapped for landslides using Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR).  In 1997, the 
Siuslaw National Forest conducted a thorough investigation of the Drift Creek watershed 
and the role of humans on natural processes (Thomas et al., 1997).  Landslides and their 
!3!
impact on ecological regimes were discussed in that report, but a detailed landslide 
inventory map was not included.   
 Sediments from landslides and debris flows impair water quality through processes 
of sediment and nutrient loading, as well as stream warming (Swanson, 1976).  Water 
quality needs to be maintained in order for surrounding biota to survive.  Locating 
sources of sediment delivery is a question that is being asked by several governmental 
agencies including the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries 
(DOGAMI), the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), and the United 
States Geological Survey (USGS).  These government-funded agencies have now 
collected high resolution airborne LiDAR data in several highly impaired watersheds 
throughout the OCR, including the Drift Creek watershed, which form the basis of this 
investigation. 
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Figure 1.1: Location map of the Drift Creek watershed in Oregon (1 mile = 1.6 km). 
 
 LiDAR data provides a visual representation of the bare earth through measuring 
light reflectance off surfaces such as forest canopies and the ground surface.  Dense 
canopy cover is common in the OCR, making LiDAR an invaluable tool when ground 
mapping is not feasible.  LiDAR data is used in Geographic Information System (GIS) 
software to produce Digital Earth Models (DEM’s) such as hillshade maps, slope maps, 
and topographic contour lines.  These derivations are used to identify landslide features 
such as head scarps, toe bulges, and hummocky topography (Burns et al., 2009).  Debris 
flow features such as fans are also identifiable using LiDAR datasets.   
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 A geodatabase has been established with existing landslides for the state of Oregon, 
called the State Landslide Information Database for Oregon (SLIDO).  In this study, the 
LiDAR dataset was used to create a landslide inventory map and a landslide 
susceptibility map for the Drift Creek watershed.  The landslide inventory map will be 
added to SLIDO after completion of this study.   
 
 
1.1 – Objectives 
 
 The main objectives of this research were to:  
1. Create a landslide inventory map of the Drift Creek watershed using 
LiDAR data.   
2. Create a landslide susceptibility map to predict future areas of slope 
instability in a worst-case scenario.   
3. Calculate lengths of streams and roads impacted (intersected) by 
landslides.   
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CHAPTER 2   
 
BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 - Study Area 
 
 The Drift Creek watershed is located in the Tidewater 7.5-minute Quadrangle, 
Lincoln County, Oregon (Figure 1.1).  The watershed, a part of the greater Alsea Sub-
basin, consists of three sub-watersheds: low, middle, and upper, respectively.  Elevations 
in the Drift Creek watershed range from approximately 1 m (3 ft) above sea level to     
860 m (2820 ft) (Thomas et al., 1997).  The project area has a very high density of 
logging roads, some of which close during the fire season.  These roads are mostly 
poorly-maintained gravel roads frequented by logging trucks.  
 
2.2 – Interested Agencies 
 
This research is part of an ongoing project designed to assist the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) and Oregon DEQ in understanding the role 
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of landslides as a potential source of sediment in streams.  Landslides are common 
sources of sediment in watersheds and they constitute the most widespread, chronic, and 
damaging natural hazard in Oregon. The DEQ is interested in landslides because fine-
grained silts and clays degrade water quality during intense storm events (DEQ, 2013).  
In addition, any sediment input affects the environment and potentially carries pollutants. 
The project began in August of 2011 by gathering high resolution LiDAR data in order to 
interpret landscape morphology (Burns et al., 2012a). 
DOGAMI has conducted inventory mapping for many watersheds of different 
sizes across the state of Oregon.  Recently mapped regions, the Big Elk Creek and the 
North Fork watersheds, contain a combined total of 2840 landslides (Burns et al., 2012a).  
Big Elk Creek Watershed, which lies northeast of the Drift Creek watershed, was mapped 
to have 1,517 landslides.   
 
2.3 – Climate 
 
 The proximity of the Drift Creek watershed to the Pacific Ocean results in a mild 
maritime climate in the watershed area.  Summers are relatively warm and dry while 
winters are wet and mild, with annual mean temperatures at 51.3 °F (Thomas et al., 
1997).  Precipitation ranges from 150 to 230 cm (60 to 90 in) per year and about 80 
percent of it falls between the months of October and March (Smith, 1978).  The 
combination of immense rainfall in short intervals and the overall temperate climate of 
the Drift Creek watershed increases bedrock erosion and decreases soil strength.  
!8!
Therefore, most landslides occur during the winter months because of increase in soil 
density and decrease in soil cohesion (Smith, 1978).   
 
2.4 – Vegetation 
 
 Forest stands in the Drift Creek watershed consist primarily of Douglas-fir, Western 
hemlock and Western red cedar, with minor Sitka spruce stands (Figure 2.2).  Deciduous 
trees, such as red alders and big leaf maple, thrive in disturbed areas.  Understory 
vegetation includes thick patches of devil’s club and salmonberry, and many other 
varieties of ferns and shrubs (Thomas et al., 1997).  Recently logged areas are typically 
replanted with young conifers, as required by the Forest Practices Act (ODOF, 2014). 
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Figure 2.1: Dense forest canopy in the temperate rainforest of the Drift Creek watershed.   
2.5 – Geology 
 
Varying thicknesses of light to dark brown, unconsolidated sand and other soil 
types overlie the Oligocene Tyee Formation in the Drift Creek. The Tyee Formation is an 
interbedded sequence of turbiditic sandstones, siltstones, and shales (Hammond et al., 
2013) (Figure 2.3).  It is weak and highly weathered and is prone to landsliding (Smith, 
1978).  In the Drift Creek watershed, the Tyee Formation dips gently, between 17o-20o 
from the horizontal. In some areas, it is unfavorably tilted, folded, and faulted with 
dipping bedding planes parallel to the shear zones (Hammond et al., 2013).  Over 
geologic time, this formation has been differentially eroded, behaving more like a soil 
than a rock. This behavior has created the dendritic drainage patterns commonly found in 
the Drift Creek watershed (Thomas et al., 1997).   
Outcrops of an intrusive igneous sill at Table Mountain, classified as a porphyritic 
nepheline-syenite, are also found in the watershed.  Relatively resistant to erosion, this 
intrusion has resulted in Table Mountain being a dominant landform feature of the 
watershed (Thomas et al., 1997).  Due to its tenacious behavior and erosion resistant 
properties, it is actively quarried (Figure 2.4).  It is used for concrete aggregates, 
abrasives, and road gravel (Table Mountain Nepheline Prospect, 2008).  
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Figure 2.2: Geologic map of the Drift Creek watershed (after Walker and MacLeod, 1991 
and Ma et al., 2009). 
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Figure 2.3: Outcrop of the Tyee Formation in the Drift Creek watershed.  Note the 
massive sandstone interbedded with shales and siltstones. 
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Figure 2.4: Table Mountain nepheline syenite quarry. 
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2.6 – Geomorphology 
 
 The landscape in the OCR is the result of hillslope and fluvial processes, which 
move sediments from the slopes to the valley floors, whence the rivers carry the sediment 
out to the Pacific Ocean (Kobor and Roering, 2004.  The rate at which weathering 
processes shape the landscape depends on the climate and the physical properties of soils 
and rocks in the area.   
 Thick colluvial deposits are found in the uppermost portions of channel networks, 
known as unchanneled valleys (Roering et al., 1999).  Dendritic drainage patterns 
dominate this watershed, which allows shallow landslides to initiate in these small, 
unchanneled valleys (Glass, 2013).  These landslides progress into a channel with defined 
banks and eroded bedrock downslope from the ridge.  Convergent topography of 
unchanneled valleys causes soil, moving downslope, to accumulate (Roering et al., 2005) 
(Figure 2.5).  Convergent topography also concentrates rainfall runoff, causing high pore-
water pressures in colluvial soils during storms.  High pore-water pressures reduce soil 
shear strength, which can cause landslides to occur.  Therefore, most shallow landslides 
in the OCR occur in small valleys at the heads of streams (Thomas et al., 1997). 
 Effects of erosion, fluvial processes, routing of large woody debris, and riparian 
buffers directly influence aquatic habitats.  These factors are dynamic, and, when altered, 
have drastic results on sediment loading in streams (Swanston, 1984).  In particular, rapid 
modification of the landscape by humans has dramatically increased sediment mobility 
and decreased the habitability of many species (NOAA/EPA, 2015).   
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Figure 2.5: Structurally controlled convergent topography accentuated by erosion.   
 
2.7 – Pedology  
  
 Soils in the Drift Creek watershed are derived primarily through weathering and 
erosion of the sedimentary rock unit, the Tyee Formation.  Although an intrusive igneous 
rock is found in the watershed, it is more resistant to erosion and does not readily 
complete the weathering cycle to form soil.  Soils in undisturbed areas of the watershed 
are also produced through deterioration of organic matter, whereas in clear-cut areas soil 
production declines due to the reduction of nitrogen levels and lack of organic material to 
aid the disintegration processes (Thomas et al., 1997). 
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2.8 – Land Use 
 
The Drift Creek watershed is unique because part of the land in the Siuslaw 
National Forest is federally owned, which restricts timber harvesting. This setting, 
designated as a reference site, presents an opportunity to observe the direct impacts the 
logging industry has on landslide activity. There are many other reference sites within the 
OCR; however, the Drift Creek watershed is unique in its geologic setting and land use 
practices.   
The Coast Range Association (2000) divides the land ownership within the Drift 
Creek watershed as follows: 32% Private, 67% Federal, and less than 1% State (Alsea 
Watershed Report, 2000).  Large-scale commercial timber harvesting commenced in this 
area between the years of 1954 and 1959 (Figure 2.6).  By the late 1970’s the majority of 
the land base had been converted from 110-120 year old second growth timber to 
plantations (ODOF, 2005).   
Human-induced landslides have been blamed for increased sediment loading in 
streams, and deteriorating aquatic environments (Thomas et al., 1997).  A high 
concentration of roads in the eastern portion of the watershed contributes a significant 
amount of sediment to the stream network (Montgomery, 2000).  Change in groundwater 
flow regime occurs due to compacting gravel-covered logging roads traversing the steep 
slopes (Figure 2.7).  These types of roads, being temporary, are not carefully engineered.  
Two examples of logging road construction are balanced cut and fill construction and full 
bench construction (Oregon Department of Forestry, 2000).  Even when properly located, 
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designed, and constructed, they still need erosion control in order to minimize sediment 
loading into streams.   
Drainage pathways are often rerouted and sometimes blocked during road 
construction, both of which elevate pore-water pressures within soils during storm events. 
Thus, the increased rate of landslide occurrence, caused by timber harvesting practices, 
has raised the volume of fine sediments delivered to the Drift Creek watershed stream 
network (Montgomery et al., 2000).  Increasing suspended sediment loads reduces water 
clarity, inhibits photosynthesis by restricting sunlight, and fills voids within the 
streambed which were used as shelter by fish and other aquatic macroinvertebrates.  
Deposited sediment loads affect turbidity levels especially during storm events.  Elevated 
loads of both suspended and deposited sediment adversely affect aquatic environments.   
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Figure 2.6: Orthophotograph of the Drift Creek watershed.  Note the large amount of 
clear-cut areas in the eastern portion of the watershed. 
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Figure 2.7: Map of roads and streams in the Drift Creek watershed as well as locations of 
soil and rock samples taken.  Note the high concentration of logging roads in the eastern 
portion of the watershed.   
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2.9 – Landslides in the Oregon Coast Range 
 
There have been many studies in the Pacific North West pertaining to soil erosion 
rates, landsliding, effects of timber harvesting on slopes, sediment budgets, and related 
topics (Schlicker, 1973; Swanson et al., 1976; Swanson and Swanston, 1976; Burns, 
1998; Robertson, 1998; Robison et al., 1999; Hofmeister et al., 2002; Ardizonne et al., 
2007).  All of these studies indicate that debris flows and complex landslides are the 
dominant landscape forming processes in this steep, unstable terrain.  Complex landslides 
are classified as consisting of two or more types of movement (Cruden and Varnes, 
1996).   
Many landslides in the Oregon Coast Range are intensified by human 
development activities such as non-engineered fill deposits, concentration of drainage 
onto weak slopes, stream and surface drainage changes, weak road fills, or where slopes 
are over-steepened or undercut by excavation (Palmer, 1998).  In this region of Oregon, 
shallow slope regolith is reinforced by lateral roots which rarely penetrate bedrock 
(Montgomery et al., 2000).  Therefore, removal of forests removes one of the main 
factors preventing shallow landslides.   
Slides and flows are the most common types of slope movement in the Oregon 
Coast Range (Thomas et al., 1997).  They occur in both soils and rock (Figure 2.8).  
Landslides in soils tend to exhibit arcuate scarps with shallow planar failure surfaces 
(Glass, 2013).  Landslides have a distinct surface of failure, which can be either curved or 
planar (Duncan, 1996). They occur on moderate to steep slopes and are commonly 
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triggered by heavy rain, rapid snow melt, removal of toe material, addition of loads at the 
slope crest, and concentration of water onto a slope. Landslides can be classified as 
shallow (< 15 ft/4.5 m deep) or deep-seated (> 15 ft/4.5 m deep).   
Flows are mixtures of water, soil, rock, and organic material that move rapidly 
downslope like a viscous liquid. Flows may be either unchannelized or channelized and 
are initiated by intense rainfall, rapid snowmelt, or concentrated water on steep slopes 
(Soeters and Van Westen, 1996).  Slides can, of course, evolve into flows, and the arrival 
of a flow on an unstable slope can trigger a deeper-seated landslide. 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Common landslide types in soils and rocks (Glass, 2013). 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
3.1 – LiDAR Acquisition 
 
 In 2012, Watershed Science, Inc. collected airborne-based LiDAR imagery for the 
US EPA, Oregon DEQ, and DOGAMI.  Resolution of the dataset is on average 10.8 
points per m2 (one point per ft2), collecting both bare earth and highest hit points.  A total 
of seven different watersheds were targeted for landslide inventories (Burns et al., 
2012a).  Only two of these watersheds were budgeted for mapping, leaving the Drift 
Creek watershed and four other important watersheds unmapped.  The Drift Creek 
watershed is the largest watershed out of the seven with an area of 160 km2 (61.8 mi2).  
The smallest watershed is the South Fork Trask watershed with an area of 73.8 km2 (28.5 
mi2) and is also unmapped.  The LiDAR data set for the Drift Creek watershed was made 
available for analysis in January of 2014.    
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3.2 – Landslide Inventory Mapping 
 
 A hillshade map, with a sun azimuth of 315o and an altitude of 45o, a slope map and 
a topographic contour map with 3 m, 9 m, and 15 m intervals were derived using the 
bare-earth LiDAR DEM’s and ESRI ArcGIS 10.2 software.  Landslides were mapped at 
scales ranging from 1:24,000 to 1:4,000, using the protocol provided by DOGAMI 
Special Paper 42 (Burns and Madin, 2009).  Landslide boundaries were delineated by 
determining visible geomorphological features such as arcuate head scarps, toe bulges, 
offset drainage pathways, and hummocky topography.   
 Landslide inventory mapping in this study consists of spatial and tabular 
components.  Mapping landslides spatially begins with digitizing a landslide deposit in 
the form of a polygon as shown by the red outline in Figure 3.1.  This is done using the 
editor toolbar in GIS.  Scarp flanks are also mapped as polygons, which partly coincides 
with the landslide deposit polygon.  Lastly, the head scarp and secondary scarps (also 
known as internal scarps) are digitized as lines.  These three components are used to 
delineate landslide attributes that will be further discussed in Section 3.3. 
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Figure 3.1: Spatial delineation of landslide deposits, scarp flanks, head scarp, and 
secondary scarps.   
 
 
3.3 – Landslide Geodatabase 
 
Landslide attributes were stored in a geodatabase template from DOGAMI 
Special Paper 42 (Burns and Madin, 2009).  Landslides were classified on the basis of 
material (rock, earth, debris) and type of movement (slide, flow, spread, topple, fall, or 
complex), as shown in Table 3.1 (Burns and Madin, 2009; modified from Cruden and 
Varnes (1996) 
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Ages of landslides were estimated and recorded to be either historic (<150 years) 
or pre-historic (>150 years).  The age of landslides are judged visually using development 
of geomorphic features as a proxy.  Historic landslides tend to show clear signs of 
disturbance such as scarps, whereas pre-historic landslides are indicated by more subdued 
features due to erosional processes (Ardizzone et al., 2007).   
 
Table 3.1: Landslide classification from Burns and Madin (2009), modified from Varnes 
(1978). 
 
Type of 
Movement 
Type of Material 
Rock Debris Soil 
Fall Rock fall Debris fall Earth fall 
Topple Rock topple Debris topple Earth topple 
Slide-rotational  Rock slide-rotational 
Debris slide-
rotational Earth slide-rotational 
Slide-translational Rock slide-translational 
Debris slide-
translational 
Earth slide-
translational 
Lateral Spread Rock spread Debris spread Earth spread 
Flow Rock flow Debris flow Earth flow 
Complex Complex or combinations of two or more types  
 
 
 Landslides were also classified according to confidence level, based on estimating 
the degree to which possibly diagnostic features implied the existence of landslides, with 
the principle problem being softening and modification of features via erosion, creep, and 
secondary slumping with age.  Certainty of landslide existence utilized a point system 
associated with visible features.  Clarity of the head scarp, toe, and flanks were ranked on 
a scale of 0-10, where zero points were given for unidentifiable features and ten points 
for clearly identifiable features.  High confidence ratings were given to landslides in 
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excess of 30 points, moderate confidence rating to landslides with 11-29 points, and low 
confidence rating to landslides with less than 10 points (Burns and Madin, 2009).   
 Using LiDAR-derived hillshade maps and DEM’s, slope angle (degrees), head 
scarp heights (m), and debris-flow fan heights (m) were measured using the editor toolbar 
in ArcGIS.  The slope angle was measured in areas adjacent to the landslide in question 
in order to estimate pre-failure slope angles (Burns and Madin, 2009).  Heights of head 
scarps were measured in multiple locations along the head scarp and an average was 
recorded.  The heights of debris flow fans were measured using the difference in 
elevation between the top and bottom of the fan (Figure 3.2).   
 
 
Figure 3.2: Debris flow fan height is an estimation of the elevation difference between 
the top and bottom of the fan.  Red polygons indicate debris flow extent and the yellow 
dots exemplify measurement locations. 
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 Landslides were classified as deep seated or shallow seated using the 
trigonometric relationship between the head scarp height and slope angle (Equation 3.2).  
Previous landslide inventories created by DOGAMI use the convention that shallow 
landslides have a failure depth less than 4.5m (15ft) (Burns and Madin, 2009).  The 
equation used to estimate the estimated slope normal thickness or depth of failure is: 
 
t = x(cos(a))    
Equation 3.1 
Where:    
t = Slope Normal Thickness 
x = Headscarp Height 
a = Pre-Failure Slope Angle 
 
 
Making this distinction is important because it identifies the material at the failure 
surface.  When the landslide is classified as shallow, it is interpreted that the failure 
surface lies in soils.  When the landslide is classified as having a deep failure surface, the 
failure surface is located in bedrock (Burns and Madin, 2009).  
Other measured attributes included surrounding geologic formations and 
estimated area of landslides, automatically computed in ArcGIS.  The volume of a given 
slide was determined by multiplying the area times the depth to failure surface (Figure 
3.3).  Debris flow fan heights were measured directly from the DEM, where the 
difference in elevation of the top and bottom of the fan was taken as the height.  With the 
fan height known, fan  volume was estimated on the basis that a debris flow fan is shaped 
like a half-cone (Burns et al., 2009).  Thus, volumes of earth and debris flow fan deposits 
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were derived by multiplying the area of each fan by one-third of the estimated fan height 
(Burns and Madin, 2009).  Direction of landslide movement was also recorded in the 
landslide geodatabase.  The movement direction was measured as an azimuthal value (0o 
to 360o) in increments of 22.5o.  See Appendix B for the entire landslide geodatabase.   
 
3.4– Field Verification 
 
Some landslides mapped from LiDAR imagery were verified in the field during 
the summer of 2014.  Due to the large number of mapped landslides, only  landslides in 
close proximity to roads were selected for field verification, with 60 m (200 ft) distance 
from the road being used to define the proximity of landslide sites.  A proximity query in 
ArcGIS resulted in 93 landslides within reach for field checking.  Road maps and GPS 
locations were used to locate exact positions of landslides.  Landslides in the field were 
identified by such features as scarps, toes, hummocks, bent trees, and offset drainage 
pathways.  Mapped landslides that were actually found to be present in the field were 
updated in terms of their respective attributes such as head scarp height, slope angle, level 
of confidence, direction of movement, and movement type.  A combination of maps, a 
laser range finder, and a Brunton compass were employed to make field measurements.   
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3.5 – Peer Review 
 
 Landslides were mapped following the procedures outlined in Burns and Madin 
(2009).  However, the mapper’s bias influences the landslide classification and 
digitization.  The landslide geodatabase created in this study was sent for review to Bill 
Burns at DOGAMI in February of 2015.  Peer review of a landslide inventory map is 
important to ensure consistency and to set LiDAR mapping standards.  
 
3.6 – Laboratory Tests 
 
 Laboratory tests were performed on rock and soil samples excavated from various 
sites in the Drift Creek watershed (Figure 2.7).  Samples of approximately 3.5 kg were 
placed into plastic bags, preserved properly, and shipped to the laboratory at Kent State 
University.  Grain size analysis and Atterberg limit tests were conducted in accordance 
with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) procedures (ASTM 2007, 
2010).  Based on the results of grain size distribution and Atterberg limits, soils were 
classified using the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).  Slake durability index 
test was performed on the weak rock samples, using ASTM procedure (ASTM, 2008), to 
evaluate their degradability. The results of laboratory tests are presented in Chapter 4.  
Appendix A provides the graphical results.   
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3.6.1 – Grain Size Analysis 
 
 Grain size distribution, of two landslide debris samples from separate locations, 
was determined using the sieve analysis according to ASTM specification D422-63 
(ASTM, 2007).  Grain sizes were used to classify soils according to the USCS, as 
explained in Holtz et al. (2011) (Table 3.2).  Samples of 474.2 g were first oven dried for 
24 hours and weighed.  Sieves used to establish grain size distributions included ¼ inch, 
#4, #10, #40, #100, and #200.  The soil fraction retained in each sieve was weighed to 
calculate percent passing a give mesh size and to establish grain size distribution curves.  
 
Table 3.2: Grain size ranges according to Unified Soil Classification System (1974). 
Boulders Cobbles 
Gravel Sand 
Fines (Silt, Clay) Coarse Fine Coarse Medium Fine Fine 
          300mm     75mm       19mm    4.75mm       2.0mm    0.425mm  0.075mm 
 
3.6.2 – Slake Durability Index Test 
 
Durability (resistance to weathering) of argillaceous rocks (siltstones, shales, 
mudstones) was evaluated using the slake durability index test. The test was performed 
following the ASTM method D4644-08 (ASTM, 2008).  This test allows for 
quantification of a rock’s resistance to weathering.  Samples were oven dried and broken 
into 10-12 pieces, each weighing 40-60 g, with a total of 500 g.  A wire mesh drum held 
samples as it rotated in a water tank for 10 minutes at 20 rotations per minute.  The 
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remaining sample within the drum was oven dried for 24 hours and weighed to determine 
the slake durability index.  The samples were subjected to two wetting and drying cycles.  
The slake durability index was determined by dividing the dry weight of sample retained 
in the drum after testing by the initial dry weight of the sample, and expressing the ratio 
as a percentage.   
 
3.6.3 – Atterberg Limits Test 
  
 Soils used to test Atterberg limits were derived from residual material from the 
slake durability test.  The fine-grained soil, passing #200 sieve, was used to determine the 
liquid and plastic limit following the ASTM specification D4318 (ASTM, 2010).  
Atterberg limits are the water contents at which marked changes occur in the engineering 
behavior of fine-grained soils. The liquid limit (LL) is the minimum water content at 
which the soil acts as a viscous liquid.  The plastic limit (PL) is the minimum water 
content at which the soil acts as a plastic material.  The plasticity index (PI) is the range 
of water content over which a soil behaves as a plastic material and is the numerical 
difference between LL and PL.  Atterberg limits were used to classify fine-grained soils 
according to the USCS.   
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3.7 – Shallow-Seated Landslide Susceptibility Mapping 
 
 In addition to creating a landslide inventory map, a susceptibility map for 
shallow-seated landslides (< 4.5 m/15 ft) was prepared for the Drift Creek watershed, 
using the procedure by Burns et al. 2012a.  Shallow-seated susceptibility zones were 
generated using locations of shallow-seated landslide deposits and head scarps, factor of 
safety (FOS) thresholds, and buffers applied to landslide deposits (Burns et al., 2012a).  
FOS thresholds were computed using engineering properties found in literature 
(Schroeder and Alto, 1983; Denning, 1994; Cornforth, 2005; Harp et al., 2006; 
Mickelson, 2011; Burns et al., 2013).   
 
3.7.1 – Creation of Factor of Safety (FOS) Map 
 
Whether a slope is stable or unstable depends upon a comparison of the driving 
forces (due to gravity or weight of the sliding mass) and the resisting forces (due to shear 
strength of soil or rock) (Equation 3.5).  In this research, a simpler version of the FOS 
equation was used because not all soil properties and ground saturation data were 
available (Harp et al., 2006; Burns et al., 2012a).  Each geologic unit was assigned 
cohesion (c) and internal angle of friction (φ) values.  The relationship between the two 
opposing forces can be expressed as: 
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Equation 3.2 (Harp et al., 2006; Burns et al., 2012): 
     
   Where c = cohesion 
    ! = soil density  
    ! = density of water 1000kg/m3 (62.4 lb/ft3) 
    t = depth to failure surface (15 ft)  
    ! = slope angle (degrees) 
    ! = friction angle (degrees) 
    m = groundwater depth ratio (1) 
     
The infinite slope analysis is commonly used for shallow-depth landslides with 
the failure planes parallel to the slope surfaces (Duncan, 1996).  In this study, FOS < 1.5 
is considered to represent a potentially unstable slope due to the inability to discern all 
conditions affecting a given slope (Burns et al., 2012a).  Geotechnical properties of soils 
and rocks used to calculate FOS thresholds, using Equation 3.5, were found from 
previous work in nearby localities of thick Eocene marine sediments (Schroeder and 
Alto, 1983; Denning, 1994; Harp et al., 2006; Mickelson, 2011; Burns et al., 2013).   
Table 3.2 lists the lithological name and respective geotechnical material properties used 
in the factor of safety calculations. The worst-case situation of a fully saturated slope (m 
= 1) was chosen for conservative measures.  Slopes with FOS values < 1.0 were given a 
high susceptibility rating.  Those with FOS values between 1.0 and 1.5 received a 
moderate susceptibility rating, and those with FOS values above 1.5 were designated as 
having a low susceptibility to landsliding.   
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Table 3.3: Various geotechnical material properties of the Drift Creek watershed, 
assigned thresholds of FOS, and the corresponding values of slope angle.  The values of 
the depth to the failure surface and the slope saturation proportions were held constant 
throughout the analysis. (Note: 1000 psf = 47.9 kPa; 62.4 pcf = 1 Mg/m3; 1 ft = 0.3 m.) 
 
 
Lithology Unit Label 
Raster 
Value 
Friction 
Angle 
(degrees) 
Cohesion 
(psf) 
Soil 
Density 
(pcf) 
Slope 
(FOS>1.5) 
Slope 
(FOS>1.0) 
Tyee 
Formation Tt 1 15 689 122 18.5 º 30.5 º 
Nepheline 
Syenite Tis 2 40 15660 122 90 º 90 º 
Alluvium Qal 3 34 1044 122 13 º 20 º 
Landslide 
Deposit Qls 4 28 0 122 9.5 º 15 º 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The infinite slope analysis was used to calculate the FOS for every grid cell in the 
mapping area.  This type of analysis, however, does not consider the potential impact of 
adjacent slopes or three-dimensional effects because it is limited to a grid type analysis 
(Burns et al., 2012a).  Therefore, FOS and head scarp buffers were applied to areas prone 
to retrogressive and progressive slope failures.  Retrogressive slope failures occur when 
the lateral earth pressure is removed downslope, resulting in mass movement upslope.  
Progressive slope failures occur when the toe of a landslide is cut at a rate faster than the 
equilibrium of soil and/or rock stability is reached (Cornforth, 2005).   
 Geotechnical material properties and slope angle layers were used to create the 
FOS map.  The geotechnical material properties map contained four primary geologic 
units: 1) Tyee Formation (Tt), 2) nepheline syenite (Tis), 3) alluvial and flood sediments 
Constants 
Depth to failure surface (ft) 15 
Proportion of slope thickness saturated 1:1 
Water density (pcf) 62.4 
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(Qal), and 4) landslide deposits (Table 3.2).  A complete list of FOS thresholds can be 
found in Appendix C.   
 
3.7.2 – Buffers 
 
 Slope stability analysis conducted on the grid-based infinite slope does not take 
into account the potential effect of landslides on adjacent slopes.  The buffer tool in 
ArcGIS provides a means to expand areas of particular interest.  This tool was used for 
expanding two individual components: 1) head scarps and 2) areas with FOS values less 
than 1.5 (Burns et al., 2012a).   
 The head scarp buffer is applied to each landslide head scarp polygon within the 
landslide geodatabase.  This is done because areas lying directly above a head scarp are 
relatively flat and are often characterized as having low landslide susceptibility.  
However, head scarps and the areas upslope of them are known to fail retrogressively 
over time, posing potential for future failure.  The buffers applied to the head scarp 
polygons have a ratio of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical (2H:1V).  A slope of 2H:1V is 
commonly used in geotechnical engineering practice and represents the natural slope 
angle of stable geologic formations (Burns et al., 2012a).   
 The second buffer was applied to areas with a FOS < 1.5.  Areas below and above 
the existing landslides, in spite of often being flat, have the potential of being future sites 
of landslide scarps and toes.  A 2H:1V buffer was applied to these areas to predict the 
location of these potentially unstable areas (Burns et al., 2012a).   
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3.7.3 – Creation of Final Shallow-Seated Landslide Susceptibility Map 
 
 The final shallow-seated susceptibility map was created by combining the four 
layers created: 1) landslide inventory map, 2) FOS class map, 3) head scarp buffers, and 
4) areas with FOS < 1.5 buffers.  These layers were combined to create the final shallow-
seated landslide susceptibility map.  Table 3.3 shows the factors contributing to the final 
map.   
 
Table 3.4: Factors contributing to high, moderate, and low susceptibility zones and the 
corresponding scales. The information provided in the table was used to complete the 
final shallow-seated landslide susceptibility map (Burns et al., 2012a). 
 
Contributing 
Factors 
Final Susceptibility Zones 
High Moderate Low 
Factor of Saftey 
(FOS) Less than 1.0 1.0-1.5 Greater than 1.5 
Landslide Deposits 
and Head Scarps Included - - 
Buffers 2H:1V (headscarps) 2H:1V (FOS <1.5) - 
 
 ! !!!!!!!!!!!!
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CHAPTER 4 
 
RESULTS 
 
4.1 – Landslide Inventory 
 
 The landslide inventory map was reviewed by Burns, who coauthored, with 
Madin, the protocol for landslide inventory mapping that was used in this study (Burns 
and Madin, 2009).  The original landslide geodatabase generated in this study consisted 
of 353 landslides.  After revisions were made in response to the review by Burns, a total 
of 473 landslides were digitized and classified.  Appendix B is a complete list of all 
landslide attributes that were recorded throughout the landslide inventory process.   
 
4.1.1 – Landslide Attributes 
 
LiDAR-based mapping resulted in a total of 473 landslides in the 160.1 km2 (61.8 
mi2) watershed (Figure 4.1).  Using the classification proposed by Varnes (1978), the 
inventoried landslides were classified into different movement classes (Table 4.1).  These 
comprised 134 flows (28%), 121 rotational slides (26%), 30 translational slides (6%), and 
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188 complex landslides (40%).  Complex landslides exhibit more than one type of mass 
movement.  
Of the 473 total landslides, 268 landslides (57%) were classified as having high 
confidence rating, 165 landslides (35%) were mapped at moderate confidence levels, and 
39 landslides (8%) were considered to have a low confidence rating.   
Two hundred and fifty of the inventoried landslides (53%) had subdued features 
and were classified as pre-historic landslides, more than 150 years old.  Two hundred and 
twenty two landslides (47%) initiated within the past 150 years, showing well developed 
scarps, hummocks, and other landslide features.  
Two hundred and four landslides (43%) showed shallow failure surfaces whereas 
two hundred sixty nine landslides (57%) were found to have deep failure surfaces.   
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Figure 4.1: Landslide inventory map of the Drift Creek watershed, Lincoln County, 
Oregon.  Landslide deposits and scarp flanks are mapped using polygons.  Landslide 
head scarps and internal scarps are mapped using lines at the topmost extent of the 
escarpment.  Note, some of the landslide deposits overlap each other and others are not 
visible at this scale.   
 
 
 
Table 4.1: Classification of the mapped landslides with respect to type of movement and 
type of material involved. 
 
Type of 
Movement 
Type of Material 
Earth Debris Rock 
Flows 16 118 - 
Rotational Slides 29 70 22 
Translational Slides 16 13 1 
Complex 188 
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4.1.2 – Field Checking Results 
 
Using a proximity query in ArcGIS, 93 landslides out of the 473 were found to be 
within 60 m (200 ft) of a road.  Of the 93 landslides, only 27 (29%) were successfully 
field checked. This was due to the poor visibility through dense forest canopy and thick 
underbrush (Figure 4.2).  Because of the inability to field check 66 (71%) landslides in 
close proximity to roads, these landslides were double-checked on the LiDAR images..  
Nine new landslides were found in the field and were added to the landslide inventory 
map.  The fact that only 29% of the selected landslides could be field checked because of 
thick vegetation indicates the importance of collecting LiDAR data in heavily forested 
terrain and its role in landslide inventory mapping.   
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Ayer’s Lake Landslide; example of dense forest canopy preventing adequate 
landslide verification in the field.   
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4.2 – Laboratory Test Results 
 
 Two samples of landslide debris were tested for their respective grain size 
distribution (Figure 2.7).  The slake durability test was conducted on argillaceous samples 
(shales, siltstones, claystones) of the Tyee Formation, from three different sites in the 
Drift Creek watershed.  Atterberg limits were quantified using residual material from the 
slake durability test.   
 
4.2.1 – Sieve Analysis Results 
 
 Grain size analysis was performed on two samples of landslide debris (Figure 2.7) 
from the Drift Creek watershed to classify the soils according to the Unified Soil 
Classification System (USCS) (Holtz et al., 2011).  Table A-1 and Figure 4.3 show the 
results of sieve analysis.  The soil from one landslide location classified as a well-graded 
gravel to silty gravel (GW-GM) whereas that from the other location classified as a silty 
sand (SM) (Table A-1). 
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 Figure 4.3: Grain size distribution curves for the two samples of landside debris. 
 
 
4.2.2 Slake Durability Test Results 
 
Durability of the argillaceous material of the Tyee Formation, was measured 
through slake durability tests following ASTM method D4644-08 (ASTM, 2008).  Using 
the two-cycle slake durability classification, the durability of argillaceous rocks present in 
the study area range from low to medium-high.  The variability in durability within the 
argillaceous layers of the Tyee Formation results in differential weathering effects, such 
as slope undercutting.  In addition to the weak behavior, the fine-grained rocks are 
inherently impermeable, creating flow paths parallel to the contact between sandy layers.  
Therfore, these layers often act as preferential failure surfaces, especially during times of 
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increased precipitation which leads to increased uplift pressures.   These events promote 
landslides, resulting in increased sediment loading into streams.     
 
4.2.3 – Atterberg Limits Results 
 
Table A-3 shows the results of the Atterberg limits test performed on three soils 
with fractions passing the #200 sieve.  The results were plotted on Casagrande’s 
Plasticity chart (Figure 4.4) The liquid limit ranges from 32.6 to 38.8 with an average of 
36.6; the plastic limit ranges from 26.5 to 30.5 with an average of 28.5; and the plasticity 
index ranges from 2.1 to 11.9 with an average of 8.1.  Based on these results, the fine-
grained fractions of the two soils classify as silt of low plasticity (ML) or organic silt of 
low plasticity (OL).    
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Figure 4.4: A plot of Atterberg limits on Casagrande’s plasticity chart showing the 
classification of fine-grained fractions of the sampled soils as ML or OL. 
  
 
4.3 – Shallow-Seated Landslide Susceptibility Map 
 
 Following the protocol by Burns et al. (2012a), a landslide susceptibility map was 
created for the shallow-seated landslides as shown in Figure 4.5.  This was accomplished 
using the landslide inventory map, FOS thresholds, and FOS and head-scarp buffers.   
FOS thresholds were calculated using geotechnical material properties found in Table 
3.2.   Spatial queries were executed for each geologic unit and threshold slope angles to 
delineate high, moderate, and low susceptibility zones.  This was accomplished using the 
raster calculator in ArcGIS.  A FOS > 1.5 was considered to be a low susceptibility zone.  
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FOS values between 1.5 and 1.25 were taken as zones of moderate susceptibility.  Zones 
of high susceptibility had FOS values less than 1.25 (Appendix C).    
 High susceptibility ratings make up 49.9% of the Drift Creek watershed.  
Moderate susceptibility areas make up 44.8% of the area.  Only 5.3% of the watershed 
area has a low susceptibility rating.   
 
 
Figure 4.5: Landslide susceptibility map of the Drift Creek watershed.  Gray color 
represents areas of low landslide susceptibility, primarily found in river channels and 
outcrops of nepheline syenite.  
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4.4 – Direction of Landslide Movement 
 
 Direction of landslide movement was recorded, during the mapping phase, as an 
azimuth ranging from 0o-360o with 22.5o increments (Figure 4.6).  The direction was 
measured from the approximate center of the head scarp to the furthest downhill extent of 
the toe (Burns and Madin, 2009).  Data was imported into an orientation analyzing 
program called Orient (Vollmer, 2012).  An equal area rose histogram was also generated 
with 32 bins (Figure 4.7), or divisions which are half of the azimuth increments used in 
Figure 4.6.   
 The highest percentage of landslides (15%) was found to be facing the east 
direction, which is also the dominant direction of the Tyee Formation (Roering et al., 
2005).   However, the remaining landslides exhibit a random orientation (Appendix A).  
This implies that multiple factors influence the rate and direction of landslide movement 
in the OCR.  These factors include the nature of the steep slopes, the amount of rain, the 
amount of unconsolidated debris lying in the valleys, the valley orientation, and other 
geomorphic features.  Roering et al. (2005) found that steeper slopes tend to face west, 
generating more debris flows, whereas larger rotational debris slides are more common 
on the east-facing slopes. 
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Figure 4.6: Scatter plot of the movement direction of inventoried landslide deposits.  
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Figure 4.7: An equal-area circular histogram, also known as rose diagram, of landslide 
movement direction with 22.5° sectors.   
 
 
4.5 – Statistical and Zonation Results 
 
 Statistical analyses were conducted on the intersections and proximity of 
landslides to roads and streams.  Using the landslide deposits in polygon form, and rivers 
and roads in line form, linear distances of roads and streams impacted (intersect) by 
landslides were measured.  The spatial extent of a river or road that is directly intersected 
by a landslide was then represented as a percentage.   
The Drift Creek watershed has some of the highest concentrations of logging 
roads in the OCR (Schlicker et al., 1973).  Logging roads often traverse hillslopes, and 
were constructed using the basic cut and fill method.  However, the removal of lateral 
support of slopes destabilizes slopes and promotes landslides.  In the Drift Creek 
watershed, there are two hundred and four landslides, which intersect logging roads, 
covering 66.5 (41.3 mi) out of the total road length of 474.2 m (294.6 mi), or 14% of the 
total road length.   Due to the unengineered nature of the logging roads, a greater amount 
of sediment is routed into the stream network, decreasing the water quality over time. 
 Streams are impacted by landslides at several scales.  Often, landslides deposits 
extend into the stream channel.  Landslides may also extend into the cut bank of the 
stream, where the toe of the landslide is actively cut by the river.  In rare situations, deep-
seated landslides may move an entire hillslope across a valley, damming the river 
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network temporarily.  Each stream within a watershed can be assigned a particular order 
indicating its relative importance in the network (Ritter, 1978).   
The Drift Creek watershed has a dendritic drainage pattern, which is heavily 
influenced by landslides.  Locating the source of sediment loading is important when 
estimating a sediment budget (Charlton, 2008).  Between the fourth-order Drift Creek, 
the third-order tributaries to Drift Creek, and the many first and second-order streams, it 
was found that third-order streams are the most impacted by landslides.  This observation 
allows focus to be put on these streams, which have the greatest potential to impact 
sediment loading of the Drift Creek.   
 The Drift Creek is a fourth-order stream, which flows into the Alsea River and 
ultimately into the Pacific Ocean.  The length of the Drift Creek in the Drift Creek 
watershed is 48.4 km (30.1 mi).  There are twelve landslides that intersect Drift Creek, 
covering a total of 5.2 km (3.2 mi) or 10.6% of the stream-reach in this watershed.   
 There are twenty-one, third-order tributaries to the Drift Creek.  The total length 
of all of these tributaries is 76.4 km (47.4 ft).  There are seventy-four landslides that 
directly intersect these streams covering 20 km (12.4 mi) or 26.1% of the third-order 
stream reaches.    
 There are a total of fifty-two streams within the Drift Creek watershed, covering a 
total distance of 185.9 km (115.5 mi).  One hundred and forty nine landslides directly 
intersect these streams with a volume of 160 million m3 (5.65 billion ft3).  Lengths of 
streams sections that are intersected by landslides, add up to 40.8 km (25.3 mi) or 21.9% 
of total length of streams.   
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CHAPTER 5 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 The Drift Creek watershed is special in that it lies very close to the Pacific Ocean.  
Since the 1700s, human disturbance has critically impacted this area.  High concentration 
of logging roads complicates sediment transport from the steep valley slopes to valley 
floors.  Silty soil derived from the Tyee Formation pollutes streams and inhibits salmon 
and trout habitats.  Many studies suggest that runoff is polluted through acceleration of 
timber harvesting (Swanson et al., 1976; Robertson et al., 1984; Thomas et al., 1996; 
Burns, 1998; Montgomery et al., 2000; Glass, 2013; NOAA/EPA, 2015).   
This year, the NOAA and EPA (2015) declined approval of Oregon’s proposed 
coastal nonpoint pollution control program.  Overall, the program lacked adequate details 
regarding increase in landslide-prone areas from logging activities and the associated 
transport of landslide sediment to streams.  In particular, it failed to address how 
sediment loading impacts salmon spawning streams.   This research project was 
undertaken to provide a better understanding of the source of sediment loading so that the 
state of Oregon may focus its efforts on reducing sediment loading into streams.  
Identifying areas prone to landslides helps communities become aware of landslide 
hazards (Burns et al., 2012b).  The landslide inventory and susceptibility maps produced 
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in this study are the first step in reducing the detrimental effects of landslide-sediment on 
stream water quality.  These maps effectively locate sediment sources and hazardous 
areas requiring mitigation.  The next step in making landslide mapping effective requires 
outreach to communities and governmental and private agencies.   
 
5.1 – Accuracy of Landslide Inventory Mapping using LiDAR Data and the Importance 
of LiDAR 
 
 Landslide inventory mapping was conducted following the protocol specified by 
Burns and Madin (2009).   Mapping landslides using LiDAR data sets enables mappers to 
identify landslide related features remotely.  Bare earth LiDAR images depict the earth’s 
surface without any vegation, allowing detailed analysis of the rugged terrain.   However, 
mapping landslides using one set of LiDAR data does not provide any information about 
their progression with respect to time.  The landscape in a given region evolves over 
time, limiting interpretation of geomorphology with respect to landslide occurrence at a 
given place and a given time.  
Due to the very large number of landslides (473) mapped using LiDAR, only a 
selected number of landslides were checked in the field.  Of the 93 landslides within 60 
m (200 ft) of the roads, only 27 (29 %) could be clearly identified in the field.  This does 
not imply that the other 66 landslides do not exist, but just testifies to to the subdued 
nature of most landslides and to the densely vegetated terrain. This supports the need for 
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using LiDAR data for landslide mapping in regions where vegetation is dense and where 
erosion has subdued the landslide features.   
Calculating a landslide-deposit volume is based on the assumption that the failure 
surface is planar with a uniform depth.  Failure surfaces for rotational slides have variable 
depths from the head scarp to the toe, with the deepest part being near the middle.  Also, 
in heterogeneous geologic conditions, failure surfaces can depart from being planar or 
curved.   However, for volumetric estimates, it is necessary to assume that the failure 
surface is planar.  Thus, it is important to recognize that quantifying the amount of 
landslide material likely to move to a stream is inherently approximate.  Furthermore, 
irregular failure surfaces, departing from being planar or curved, offer higher frictional 
resistance to shear movement thereby decreasing landslide susceptibility.  This aspect 
was not taken into consideration in this study.   
This technique of mapping landslides is important for several reasons, including 
environmental and forestry practices.  The Oregon DEQ has found that landslides are the 
largest sources of sediment in mountainous stream networks (DEQ, 2013).  Sediment 
loading plays a critical role in influencing the stream water quality in the watershed.  
Therefore, quantifying sediment budgets of landslide deposits, which act as active 
conveyer belts, providing streams with sediments, is an important contribution of this 
study.  LiDAR based landslide inventory mapping has been very effective in this project.   
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5.2 – Factors Controlling Landslide Distribution 
 
5.2.1 – Factors Influencing Landslide Movement 
 
 The direction of landslide movement was recorded during mapping to determine 
if a general direction of movement existed.   The results, shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7, 
revealed that the relative direction of landslide movement is highly variable.  There are 
several factors that influence the variability in landslide movement which include 
topography, precipitation rate, and geologic variation.   
Produced through erosional processes, convergent topography of the Tyee 
formation helps concentrate surface water flow paths to the valleys, where thick packages 
of sediment are deposited.  During and after a heavy rainfall event, pore water pressure in 
unconsolidated regolith becomes elevated, initiating landslides throughout the watershed.  
Once the landslide material initiates movement, the direction of movement is controlled 
by the surrounding topography which is a function of the underlying bedrock and general 
land-use.    
 
5.2.2 – Influence of Land Use Practices on Landslides 
 
Another major factor influencing landslide distribution throughout the Drift Creek 
watershed is human activities.  Areas experiencing logging are more prone to landsliding 
(Montgomery et al., 2000).  Effects of clearcutting are an overall reduction in 
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evapotranspiration which allows soil to remain wetter prior to a storm, increased 
infiltration of water into the ground due to the ground disturbance, and the root strength is 
lost (Cornforth, 2005).  The effect of human activity is visible within the Drift Creek 
watershed.   Landslides are less abundant in the middle portion of the watershed where 
the Driftcreek Wilderness exists.  This is due to the abundance of old-growth forest 
stands and the lack of human activity.   
 This research found that landslides impact (intersect) 14% of the total length of 
roads in the Drift Creek watershed.  The presence of roads significantly influences the 
erosion potential or landslide susceptibility of the slopes above and below the roads.  
Engineering design criteria for road construction are not strictly enforced when building 
logging roads, using cut and fill methods of construction (ODOF, 2000).  Roads often cut 
the toes of the existing landslides, reactivating them by removing the lateral support.  
When fully loaded, logging trucks can exert extremely large live loads on the roads 
thereby adding to the gravitational forces that tend to cause movement, on slopes below 
the roads.  Both of these factors contribute to erosion of soil and rock which lead to the 
excessive sediment loading in streams below.   
 Another result of interest from this study is the number of landslides that intersect 
various streams within the Drift Creek watershed.  It was found that 21.9% of streams are 
impacted (intersected) by landslides with a volume in excess 160 million m3.   This 
volume estimate is a sum of landslide deposit volumes and may be an overestimate of the 
amount of sediment that could be entrained in the stream network.  The underlying 
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assumption of calculating the volume of landslides is that the failure planes are planar 
instead of being curved or irregular, which may not be entirely correct.   
 The main issue with excessive sediment loading in this watershed and the 
adjacent areas is related to the geologic conditions present within the watershed.  The 
Tyee Formation weathers into a fine-grained, sandy and silty-soil.  When entrained in 
landslide debris and concentrated earth and debris flows, it enters streams and diminishes 
water quality at a very rapid rate. The rate of sediment routing into streams is dependent 
on the amount of sediment available, slope angle, and the intensity of a given storm event 
(Cornforth, 2005).  For example, during the winter months (October to March), it may 
rain in excess of 150 cm (60 in) (Smith, 1978).  During a given storm, pore pressures rise 
to levels where unconsolidated soils are easily moved downslope.   
Results of increased human activity in the Drift Creek watershed and surrounding 
areas are evident in the native biota.  The Coast Range Association (2000) has reported 
significant depletions in essential habitats for many species.  Ecological conditions suffer 
greatly from the increased amounts of suspended sediment, which has a negative impact 
all the way to the Alsea Bay (Coast Range Association, 2000).  This area is well-known 
and well-studied for the spawning of many types of salmonoid populations, which have 
been particularly stressed as a result of increasing amounts of landslides (Cederholm and 
Reid, 1987).  Landsliding increases dead trees in streams, which increase stream habitat 
diversity and create small scoured-out pools, quiet eddies, and small rapids and probably 
increase oxygenation of the flow (unless decomposition uses up more oxygen) and influx 
of insects into the stream by creating insect habitat above the stream. 
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5.3 – Accuracy and Limitations of the Landslide Susceptibility Map 
 
 The landslide susceptibility map (Figure 4.5) highlights the pervasive nature of 
shallow-seated landslides in the Drift Creek watershed.  It also provides a general idea of 
landslide susceptibility in the greater OCR.  The susceptibility map provides a 
conservative output based on the landslide inventory, factor of safety thresholds, and 
buffers.  The conservative approach was chosen for analysis in order to predict the worst 
possible scenario.   
The infinite slope analysis was used to calculate the factor of safety on a grid-cell 
basis.  For example, a landslide deposit is regarded as a complete grid structure with head 
scarp and toe features.  Individual grid cells comprise the larger grid structure, which 
make up the landslide deposit.  Individual grid cells are the points used in the infinite 
slope analysis.  Since the existing landslide boundaries do not consider adjacent areas that 
may fail retrogressively in the future, buffers are applied to the headscarps and landslide 
toes.   
The landslide susceptibility map developed in this study should be used for future 
land use practices at regional scales.  It is intended to be used by state and federal 
agencies, local organizations, and private industries through means of addressing 
concerns in areas of high landslide susceptibility.  This map is not suitable for site-
specific investigations.   
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5.4 – Recent Work in the OCR 
 
  Maintaining water quality standards, specifically for temperature, sediment 
amount, and toxics content, has been an ongoing project with the State of Oregon, the US 
EPA, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) since 1998 
(NOAA/EPA, 2015).  In January of 2015, the US EPA and NOAA decided that the State 
of Oregon has not provided an adequate solution to achieve and maintain water quality 
standards under the Clean Water Act section 303.  The reasons why the proposed 
measures did not meet the demands of these agencies are 1) lack of protection of riparian 
buffers along small, non-fish bearing streams, 2) lack of restriction and mitigation in 
landslide hazard areas with respect to timber harvest roads and clear-cut areas, and 3) 
lack of restriction against aerial application of herbicides in recently harvested areas 
which lie near riparian buffers along small-non fish bearing streams (NOAA/EPA, 2015).   
Several measures have been enforced at small scales, such as protection of 
riparian areas with high aquatic potential, large-trees retention, which enhances salmon 
and trout habitat, development of landslide hazard maps for harvest planning, and 
establishing ongoing monitoring programs such as sediment Total Maximum Daily Loads 
(TMDL) with respect to landslide prone areas (NOAA/EPA, 2015).   
DOGAMI has created landslide inventory maps for nearby watersheds, including 
the North Fork Siuslaw watershed and the Big Elk Creek watershed (Burns et al., 2012b).  
The Big Elk Creek watershed, which is also controlled by the Tyee Formation, has an 
area of 134.4 m2 (51.9 mi2).  Despite being smaller than the Drift Creek watershed, it was 
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mapped with more than three times the amount of landslides.  Since the DOGAMI team 
had more people involved on this project, more time was allotted for landslide inventory 
mapping.  Therefore, duration and intensity of landslide mapping practices also 
influences the amount of landslides that are mapped.  If more time was spent and more 
people were working on the Drift Creek watershed, a similar amount of landslides would 
have been mapped.  However, it is very clear that landslides are pervasive in this area and 
have a serious effect on water quality.   
 
5.5 Recommendations 
 
There is much work to be accomplished in the Drift Creek watershed and nearby 
areas in the OCR.  Collecting LiDAR imagery for these areas should be obtained every 
few years so the occurrence of new landslides and progression of existing landslides can 
be monitored.  This would allow for temporal LiDAR comparison, which would help 
track the movement rate of landslides.  Having only one LiDAR dataset limits the 
analysis to only those landslides that already exist and provides no information about 
either the progression of existing landslides or the occurrence of future landslides.   
 Another area of future work could focus on the susceptibility models.  Less 
conservative models should be generated with varying ratios of slope saturation.  As 
discussed earlier, the shallow landslide susceptibility map was generated considering 
worst-case scenarios.  It may also be beneficial for the logging community and their 
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efforts to remediate erosional effects of their practice to learn more about how storm 
severity and slope saturation trigger landslides.    
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Conclusions from this study can be summarized as follows: 
1) LiDAR imagery is a very important tool for mapping landslides in a steep, 
mountainous, and highly vegetated terrain.  Dense forest canopies limit 
landslide mapping using aerial photography and field mapping approaches.   
2) The Tyee Formation, the dominant geologic formation in the Drift Creek 
watershed, has significant lithological and structural controls on landslide 
occurrence and movement.  Structurally derived convergent topography 
allows for preferential flow paths, concentrating water flow in channelized 
valleys and initiating debris flows and earth flows.  Landslide potential is 
greatly increased during winter and spring months when larger rainstorms are 
more frequent in the Oregon Coast Range.   
3) Human activity, in the form of timber harvesting, has significantly influenced 
stream regimens in the Drift Creek watershed.  Development of roads across 
the landslide-prone terrain has not been regulated and has ignored the 
detrimental effects of mass wasting on water quality and fluvial processes.  In 
order to reduce the environmental impacts on water quality, maintenance and 
construction of roads should be more closely regulated.   
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 LABORATORY RESULTS 
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GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
 
Table A-1: Grain size distribution results for the two samples of landslide debris 
 
% Passing 
Sieve No. Grain Size Diam. (mm) 
Landslide 
Debris 1 
Landslide 
Debris 2 
No. 0.25 75 88.8 100 
No. 4 4.75 57.4 98.8 
No. 10 2 36.6 96.7 
No. 40 0.425 14.5 67.6 
No. 100 0.15 5.2 26.8 
No. 200 0.075 2.7 11.8 
Classification GW-GM Silty Gravel 
SM        
Silty Sand 
D10 3 0.4 
D30 8 1.3 
D60 53 4 
Coefficient of uniformity (Cu) 17.7 1.0 
Coefficient of curvature (Cc) 0.4 1.1 
 
 
SLAKE DURABILITY TEST 
Table A-2: Results of the Slake durability test on three argellaceous samples. 
 Soil 1 Soil 2 Soil 3 
2-Cycle Slake 
Durability (Id) 
43.5 (Low) 88.3 (Med-High) 78.0 (Medium) 
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ATTERBERG LIMITS RESULTS 
 
Table A-3: Overall results of the Atterberg limits test on material broken down from the 
argillaceous samples attained through the slake durability test. 
 
 Soil 1 Soil 2 Soil 3 
Liquid Limit (LL) 38.8 38.4 32.6 
Plastic Limit (PL) 28.5 26.5 30.5 
Plasticity Index 10.3 11.9 2.1 
Average Natural 
Water Content 
(%) 
8.5 12.4 3 
Liquidity Index 
(LI) -1.9 -1.2 -13.1 
Classification ML or OL ML or OL ML 
 
INDIVIDUAL ATTERBERG LIMIT TEST RESULTS 
Sample 1  
Liquid Limit = 38.8 
Plastic Limit = 28.5 
Plasticity Index = 10.3 
USCS Classification = ML or OL 
 
Table A-4: Plastic Limit Data for Soil 1 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
Wet Weight (g) 4.1 3.8 4.3 
Dry Weight (g) 3.2 2.9 3.4 
Water Weight (g) 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Container Weight (g) 32.3 32.6 32.1 
Plastic Limit (ω) 28.1 31.0 26.5 
Average Plastic Limit 28.5 
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Table A-5: Liquid Limit Data for Soil 1 
Container No. 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 
No. of Blows 4 11 17 25 41 
Wet Wt. + Container Wt. (g) 62.6 60.8 58.8 53 55.2 
Dry Wt. + Container Wt. (g) 52.7 52.4 51.2 47 48.9 
Water Wt. (g) 9.9 8.4 7.6 6 6.3 
Wt. of Container (g) 31.6 32.4 32.4 32.2 32.1 
Dry Wt. of Soil (g) 21.1 20 18.8 14.8 16.8 
Water Content (%) 46.9 42.0 40.4 40.5 37.5 
 
 
 
Figure A-1: Soil #1 – Scatter plot between water content and the number of blows. 
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Sample 2  
Liquid Limit = 38.4 
Plastic Limit = 26.5 
Plasticity Index = 11.9 
USCS Classification = ML or OL  
 
Table A-6: Plastic Limit Data for Soil 2 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
Wet Weight (g) 1.5 1.4 1.4 
Dry Weight (g) 1.2 1.1 1.1 
Water Weight (g) 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Container Weight (g) 32.2 32.3 32.3 
Plastic Limit (ω) 25.0 27.3 27.3 
Average Plastic Limit 26.5 
 
 
Table A-7: Liquid Limit Data for Soil 2 
Container No. 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 
No. of Blows 4 9 33 26 15 
Wet Wt. + Container Wt. 
(g) 51.3 53.1 53.2 52.7 60 
Dry Wt. + Container Wt. 
(g) 45.4 46.7 47.3 46.9 52.1 
Water Wt. (g) 5.9 6.4 5.9 5.8 7.9 
Wt. of Container (g) 32.1 31.8 31.8 32.2 32 
Dry Wt. of Soil (g) 13.3 14.9 15.5 14.7 20.1 
Water Content (%) 44.4 42.9 38.1 39.5 39.3 
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Figure A-2: Soil #2 - Scatter plot between water content and the number of blows. 
 
Sample 3  
Liquid Limit = 32.6 
Plastic Limit = 30.5 
Plasticity Index = 2.1 
USCS Classification = ML  
 
 
Table A-8: Plastic Limit Data for Soil 3 
 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
Wet Weight (g) 2.6 2.6 2.5 
Dry Weight (g) 2 2 1.9 
Water Weight (g) 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Container Weight (g) 32.2 32.4 31.7 
Plastic Limit (ω) 30.0 30.0 31.6 
Average Plastic Limit 30.5 
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Table A-9: Liquid Limit Data for Soil 3 
Container No. 3-1 3-2 3-3 3-4 3-5 
No. of Blows 30 8 11 24 39 
Wet Wt. + Container Wt. 
(g) 50.6 55.8 56.7 55.1 59.1 
Dry Wt. + Container Wt. 
(g) 46.1 49.6 50.6 49.5 52.7 
Water Wt. (g) 4.5 6.2 6.1 5.6 6.4 
Wt. of Container (g) 32.0 32.4 33.0 32.7 32.2 
Dry Wt. of Soil (g) 14.1 17.2 17.6 16.8 20.5 
Water Content (%) 31.9 36.1 34.7 33.3 31.2 
 
 
 
Figure A-3:Soil #3 - Scatter plot between water content and the number of blows.
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DRIFT CREEK WATERSHED LANDSLIDE INVENTORY GEODATABASE!
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UNIQUE ID Movement Class Confidence Age Geology Slope 
HS 
Height 
(ft) 
Fan 
Height 
(ft) 
Fail_Depth 
(ft) Deep/Shallow 
Direction 
(°) Area (ft2) Volume (ft3) 
LDC_01 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 36 170 0 138 Deep 157.5 1784674 245508992 
LDC_02 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 80 0 66 Deep 112.5 2764399 183380992 
LDC_03 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 22 
80 
0 74 Deep 112.5 609996 45249800 
LDC_04 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt & Qal 
13 
0 
20 0 Shallow 180 62442 416281 
LDC_05 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 10 0 21 0 Shallow 157.5 79155 554088 
LDC_06 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 11 0 31 0 Shallow 247.5 116126 
1199970 
LDC_07 
Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 15 0 32 0 Shallow 202.5 30951 330149 
LDC_08 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 36 50 0 40 Deep 202.5 134094 5425460 
LDC_09 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
34 
80 0 66 Deep 202.5 217119 14402900 
LDC_10 Complex Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 31 34 0 29 Deep 180 219142 6387670 
LDC_11 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 40 90 0 69 Deep 67.5 153954 10617300 
LDC_12 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 33 105 0 88 Deep 225 846699 74574800 
LDC_13 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 36 45 0 36 Deep 270 240344 8751920 
LDC_14 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 36 40 0 32 Deep 225 162832 5270580 
LDC_15 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 60 0 
50 
Deep 45 457428 22758100 
LDC_16 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 75 0 64 Deep 202.5 389731 
24792700 
 
 
LDC_18 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 200 0 166 Deep 90 497698 82538800 
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LDC_19 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
34 
225 0 187 Deep 112.5 421548 78648600 
LDC_20 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 39 
85 
0 66 Deep 135 290436 19190800 
LDC_21 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 28 25 0 22 Deep 22.5 183379 4048390 
LDC_22 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 75 0 61 Deep 202.5 
659931 
40552500 
LDC_23 Earth Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
33 
62 0 52 Deep 90 186947 9722600 
LDC_24 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 30 0 25 Deep 22.5 
138308 
3519380 
LDC_25 
Debris Slide-
Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
35 
83 0 68 Deep 112.5 171997 11696600 
LDC_26 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 135 0 120 Deep 337.5 
715738 
86104000 
LDC_27 
Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 8 
0 13 0 Shallow 157.5 27426 118845 
LDC_28 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) Historic 
(<150yrs) 
Tt 10 0 30 0 Shallow 157.5 
13899 
138990 
LDC_29 
Debris Slide-
Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 37 35 0 28 Deep 90 73477 2054360 
LDC_30 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 25 0 22 Deep 337.5 131079 2920170 
LDC_31 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 45 0 38 Deep 247.5 94767 3617150 
LDC_32 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 28 
0 
24 Deep 225 66403 1577030 
LDC_33 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
32 
80 0 68 Deep 180 78976 5358970 
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LDC_34 Debris Slide-Translational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 35 140 0 115 Deep 225 578744 66385400 
LDC_35 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 33 60 0 50 Deep 315 112437 5658920 
LDC_36 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 26 70 0 63 Deep 202.5 31026 1952210 
LDC_37 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 38 145 0 114 Deep 225 219171 25049500 
LDC_38 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 33 75 0 63 Deep 225 281884 17733900 
LDC_39 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 33 55 0 46 Deep 225 75586 3487210 
LDC_40 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt & Qal 9 0 27 0 Shallow 157.5 132360 1191240 
LDC_41 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt & Qal 11 0 15 0 Shallow 180 108581 542906 
LDC_42 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 33 60 0 50 Deep 135 23364 1175890 
LDC_43 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 29 75 0 66 Deep 180 31834 2088480 
LDC_44 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 31 30 0 26 Deep 157.5 20996 540003 
LDC_45 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 36 35 0 28 Deep 225 382557 10834800 
LDC_46 Rock Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 41 70 0 53 Deep 247.5 99707 5269140 
LDC_47 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 10 0 13 0 Shallow 225 8778 38040 
LDC_48 Complex High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 30 60 0 52 Deep 135 157196 8169370 
LDC_49 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 37 50 0 40 Deep 112.5 309488 12361400 
LDC_50 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 32 65 0 55 Deep 157.5 98307 5419950 
LDC_51 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 25 35 0 32 Deep 157.5 56945 1806520 
LDC_52 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 4 0 25 0 Shallow 135 27063 225525 
LDC_53 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 11 0 16 0 Shallow 202.5 17538 93536.70313 
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LDC_54 Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 30 0 26 Deep 225 430632 11408300 
LDC_55 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt & Qal 15 0 20 0 Shallow 157.5 27790 185265 
LDC_56 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 8 0 25 0 Shallow 202.5 34674 288949 
LDC_57 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 8 0 14 0 Shallow 202.5 20117 93877.20313 
LDC_58 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 8 0 17 0 Shallow 202.5 14392 81555.79688 
LDC_59 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 36 60 0 49 Deep 135 125677 6101910 
LDC_60 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt & Tis 24 50 0 46 Deep 337.5 712695 32557000 
LDC_61 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt & Tis 24 15 0 14 Shallow 337.5 368134 5045100 
LDC_62 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 11 0 22 0 Shallow 180 22250 163166 
LDC_63 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 5 0 21 0 Shallow 157.5 54889 384223 
LDC_64 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 12 0 11 0 Shallow 180 14604 53549.10156 
LDC_65 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 15 0 14 Shallow 45 527376 7170200 
LDC_66 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 85 0 75 Deep 90 473234 35521100 
LDC_67 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 80 0 71 Deep 67.5 545502 38537100 
LDC_68 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 12 0 15 0 Shallow 45 68559 342795 
LDC_69 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 60 0 53 Deep 67.5 149105 7900170 
LDC_70 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 23 40 0 37 Deep 247.5 167592 6171300 
LDC_71 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 21 50 0 47 Deep 270 79062 3690800 
LDC_72 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 26 45 0 40 Deep 202.5 84210 3406320 
LDC_73 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre- 
Histo Tt 25 80 0 73 Deep 337.5 136013 9862580 
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LDC_74 Debris Slide-
Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 60 0 52 Deep 
337.5 
107295 5576080 
LDC_75 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 24 55 0 50 Deep 360 40593 2039810 
LDC_76 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 31 90 0 77 Deep 202.5 175024 13504500 
LDC_77 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 70 0 62 Deep 225 321751 20070200 
LDC_78 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt & Qal 4 0 30 0 Shallow 90 128842 1288420 
LDC_79 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt & Qal 15 0 50 0 Shallow 247.5 13010 0 
LDC_80 Rock Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 29 80 0 70 Deep 90 131035 9169780 
LDC_81 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 31 25 0 21 Deep 202.5 66485 1424960 
LDC_82 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 120 0 106 Deep 315 2918367 309254016 
LDC_83 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 55 0 50 Deep 337.5 1187224 59185600 
LDC_84 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 90 0 75 Deep 67.5 364880 27230500 
LDC_85 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 40 0 36 Deep 247.5 397654 14174200 
LDC_86 Earth Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 10 0 16 0 Shallow 22.5 8284 44182.30078 
LDC_87 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 12 0 26 0 Shallow 180 12626 109423 
LDC_88 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 11 0 30 0 Shallow 157.5 57203 572033 
LDC_89 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 31 80 0 69 Deep 90 1402939 96220096 
LDC_90 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt & Qal 9 0 10 0 Shallow 315 107282 357607 
LDC_91 Rock Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 38 40 0 32 Deep 157.5 115391 3638120 
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LDC_92 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 25 0 21 Deep 292.5 1132781 24020600 
LDC_93 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt & Tis 29 85 0 74 Deep 22.5 1284367 95496800 
LDC_94 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 115 0 104 Deep 22.5 113504 11831200 
LDC_95 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 80 0 68 Deep 225 1858340 126099000 
LDC_96 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 85 0 74 Deep 90 2875111 211675008 
LDC_97 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 120 0 102 Deep 67.5 979123 99659000 
LDC_98 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 80 0 68 Deep 67.5 957130 64946900 
LDC_99 Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 75 0 61 Deep 360 297392 18274700 
LDC_100 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 31 60 0 51 Deep 360 89771 4617690 
LDC_101 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 30 45 0 39 Deep 22.5 124416 4849390 
LDC_102 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 33 80 0 67 Deep 45 390949 26235200 
LDC_103 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 140 0 116 Deep 315 1119736 129989000 
LDC_104 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 31 90 0 77 Deep 270 767458 59215300 
LDC_105 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 26 120 0 108 Deep 180 374097 40352700 
LDC_106 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 65 0 53 Deep 22.5 2587977 137826000 
LDC_107 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 29 45 0 39 Deep 22.5 3165010 124586000 
LDC_108 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 70 0 61 Deep 292.5 740651 44906500 
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LDC_109 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 80 0 68 Deep 360 192867 13087200 
LDC_110 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 55 0 49 Deep 360 3009513 146168000 
LDC_111 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 65 0 59 Deep 360 3932263 231674000 
LDC_112 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 185 0 165 Deep 270 3018120 497555008 
LDC_113 Earth Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 50 0 44 Deep 45 75214 3320960 
LDC_114 Complex High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 42 11 0 8 Shallow 90 447749 3661390 
LDC_115 Debris Slide-Rotiational High Historic Tt 23 30 0 28 Deep 157.5 41972 1159160 
LDC_116 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 20 0 19 Deep 247.5 261366 5049380 
LDC_117 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 13 25 0 24 Deep 247.5 76887 1872960 
LDC_118 Debris Slide-Rotational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 16 25 0 24 Deep 270 184952 4444850 
LDC_119 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 20 35 0 33 Deep 337.5 1396720 45940100 
LDC_120 Debris Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 14 10 0 10 Shallow 360 390011 3784380 
LDC_121 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 19 15 0 14 Shallow 360 922393 13082800 
LDC_122 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 20 15 0 14 Shallow 67.5 424128 5978630 
LDC_123 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 25 10 0 9 Shallow 67.5 265660 2407940 
LDC_124 
Debris Slide-
Transtional+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 20 5 0 5 Shallow 247.5 400927 1883860 
LDC_125 
Debris Slide-
Translational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 14 17 0 16 Deep 202.5 600448 9904690 
LDC_126 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 22 15 0 14 Shallow 202.5 455581 6336630 
LDC_127 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 20 15 0 14 Shallow 90 246548 3475410 
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LDC_128 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 19 25 0 24 Deep 337.5 665044 
15721200 
LDC_129 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 23 15 0 14 
Shallow 67.5 417081 5759390 
LDC_130 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 17 20 
0 19 Deep 22.5 80679 1543140 
LDC_131 
Earth Slide-
Translational+Earth 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 14 10 0 10 Shallow 337.5 466590 4527450 
LDC_132 Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 22 15 0 14 Shallow 292.5 
741502 10313500 
LDC_133 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 15 10 0 10 
Shallow 337.5 1687198 16297700 
LDC_134 Debris Flow High Historic Qal 7 0 14 0 Shallow 180 35724 166713 
LDC_135 Debris Flow High Historic Qal 11 0 7 0 Shallow 360 
30936 
72184.20313 
LDC_136 
Debris Flow High Historic Qal 10 0 10 0 Shallow 360 44187 147291 
LDC_137 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 21 15 0 
14 Shallow 180 757888 10614000 
LDC_138 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 20 10 0 9 Shallow 270 685079 6438050 
LDC_139 Earth Slide-Translational High Pre-
Historic 
Tt 13 10 0 10 Shallow 67.5 402330 
3920290 
LDC_140 
Complex 
Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 17 20 0 19 Deep 22.5 
2564542 49052000 
LDC_141 Earth Slide-Rotational High Pre-Historic Tt 25 10 0 9 Shallow 135 237700 2154520 
LDC_142 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 20 
15 0 14 Shallow 22.5 392708 5535720 
LDC_143 Earth Slide-Translational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 12 10 0 10 Shallow 157.5 37965 371359 
LDC_144 Debris Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 25 0 23 Deep 292.5 
185377 4355210 
LDC_145 Debris Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 18 24 0 23 Deep 292.5 445726 10174400 
LDC_146 Debris Slide-Rotational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 20 0 19 Deep 337.5 122472 2366070 
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LDC_147 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 19 15 0 14 Shallow 67.5 1238216 
17562400 
LDC_148 
Debris Flow High Historic Tt 6 0 12 0 Shallow 67.5 43725 174900 
LDC_150 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 7 0 8 
0 
Shallow 360 44612 118965 
LDC_151 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 6 
0 
10 0 Shallow 360 58086 193621 
LDC_149 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 9 
0 
16 0 Shallow 22.5 65971 351845 
LDC_151 Debris Flow High Historic 
Tt 
10 0 13 0 Shallow 202.5 64063 277608 
LDC_154 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 12 0 14 0 Shallow 270 
91345 
426275 
LDC_153 
Debris Flow High Historic Tt 9 0 10 0 
Shallow 
270 64607 215357 
LDC_152 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 7 
0 
10 0 Shallow 270 57482 191607 
LDC_155 
Debris Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 
25 17 0 15 Deep 180 172566 2659030 
LDC_156 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 15 
0 14 Shallow 202.5 388374 5474640 
LDC_157 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 20 20 0 19 Deep 180 1246420 23426600 
LDC_158 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 15 0 14 Shallow 270 211600 2982770 
LDC_159 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 16 15 0 14 Shallow 270 1222742 17631300 
LDC_160 Debris Slide-Translational High Pre-
Historic 
Tt 14 10 0 10 Shallow 180 
530991 
5152350 
LDC_161 
Debris Flow High Historic Tt 7 0 10 0 Shallow 270 45841 152804 
LDC_162 Debris Flow High 
Historic 
Tt 9 0 10 0 Shallow 270 61072 
203574 
LDC_163 
Debris Flow 
High Historic Tt 
8 
0 8 0 Shallow 360 20053 53475.30078 
LDC_164 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 11 0 10 0 Shallow 67.5 47276 157586 
LDC_165 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 10 0 12 0 Shallow 270 55303 221211 
LDC_166 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 12 0 7 0 Shallow 292.5 64701 150970 
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LDC_167 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 9 
0 
10 0 Shallow 22.5 28877 96257.79688 
MDC_01 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 14 0 19 0 Shallow 270 13941 88295.39844 
MDC_02 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 25 16 0 15 Shallow 67.5 173872 
2521550 
MDC_03 
Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 11 0 15 0 Shallow 157.5 37986 189931 
MDC_04 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 30 36 0 
31 Deep 247.5 74860 2334250 
MDC_05 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 27 37 0 33 Deep 157.5 25885 853456 
MDC_06 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) Historic 
(<150yrs) 
Tt 30 85 0 74 Deep 157.5 106969 7875430 
MDC_07 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 19 40 0 38 Deep 247.5 1630392 61666100 
MDC_08 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 12 0 19 0 Shallow 112.5 
16964 107441 
MDC_09 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 15 0 14 0 Shallow 112.5 36442 170063 
MDC_10 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 20 27 0 25 Deep 157.5 26334 668179 
MDC_11 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 26 70 0 63 Deep 157.5 105134 6615290 
MDC_12 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 75 0 67 Deep 202.5 1349247 90175000 
MDC_13 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 29 75 0 66 Deep 112.5 290688 
19070800 
MDC_14 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 15 130 0 126 
Deep 90 813166 102113000 
MDC_15 Complex High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 37 40 
0 32 Deep 202.5 464143 14830900 
MDC_16 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
29 
80 0 70 Deep 157.5 463798 32456300 
MDC_17 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 12 0 11 0 Shallow 135 48096 176353 
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MDC_18 Earth Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 15 65 0 63 Deep 135 227800 
14303000 
MDC_19 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 125 0 104 Deep 90 50659 5250850 
MDC_20 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 38 
0 
33 Deep 112.5 458043 15076000 
MDC_21 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 25 
19 0 17 Deep 90 78513 1352120 
MDC_22 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 31 90 0 77 Deep 112.5 122548 
9455530 
MDC_23 
Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 100 0 91 Deep 135 265112 24029800 
MDC_24 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) Historic 
(<150yrs) 
Tt 10 0 25 0 Shallow 157.5 31590 
263248 
MDC_25 Debris Slide-
Rotational 
High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 16 14 0 13 Shallow 135 165008 2220710 
MDC_26 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 20 45 0 42 Deep 112.5 998547 42227400 
MDC_27 Debris Slide-Translational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 14 0 11 Shallow 90 62497 716884 
MDC_28 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic 
(<150yrs) 
Tt 35 40 0 33 Deep 67.5 108720 3563110 
MDC_29 
Debris Slide-
Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 32 80 0 68 Deep 225 121335 8233290 
MDC_30 Debris Slide-Translational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 20 75 
0 
70 Deep 202.5 824324 58099600 
MDC_31 Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
27 
25 0 22 Deep 180 515010 11473300 
MDC_32 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 
28 30 0 26 Deep 225 10182 
269738 
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MDC_33 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 24 85 0 78 Deep 157.5 86957 6753000 
MDC_34 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 32 73 0 62 Deep 45 74714 4626150 
MDC_35 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 36 20 0 16 Deep 360 95346 1543080 
MDC_36 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 29 80 0 70 Deep 90 189142 13236000 
MDC_37 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 30 70 0 61 Deep 112.5 82289 4989250 
MDC_38 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 45 0 39 Deep 135 32679 1273750 
MDC_39 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt & Tiu 33 45 0 38 Deep 135 1240130 46811600 
MDC_40 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 32 40 0 34 Deep 202.5 36837 1249800 
MDC_41 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 33 30 0 25 Deep 90 444645 11189500 
MDC_42 Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 55 0 49 Deep 67.5 333967 16368200 
MDC_43 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 11 0 20 0 Shallow 292.5 15021 100139 
MDC_44 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 10 0 25 0 Shallow 292.5 5992 49930 
MDC_45 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 7 0 20 0 Shallow 90 23456 156371 
MDC_46 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 26 80 0 72 Deep 45 139906 10060900 
MDC_48 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 15 0 13.24600029 Shallow 67.5 95185.8587 1260830 
MDC_49 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 70 0 63.44810104 Deep 22.5 558621.791 35443500 
MDC_50 Rock Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 35 0 29.68689919 Deep 292.5 130156.947 3863960 
MDC_51 Rock Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 41 40 0 30.19790077 Deep 45 150486.852 4544390 
MDC_52 Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 45 0 38.97710037 Deep 22.5 772637.561 30115200 
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MDC_53 Rock Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 37 40 0 31.95330048 Deep 360 54082.9334 1728130 
MDC_54 
Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
31 
40 0 34.29230118 Deep 45 176903.788 6066440 
MDC_55 Rock Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 39 55 0 42.75500107 Deep 90 61371.6506 
2623950 
MDC_56 
Rock Slide-Rotational 
Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 30 0 25.44589996 Deep 157.5 14989.1606 381413 
MDC_57 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 180 0 147.4790039 Deep 90 218859.129 32277100 
MDC_58 Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 80 0 65.54640198 Deep 90 
137262.667 
8997070 
MDC_59 
Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 9 0 25 0 Shallow 90 8409.35789 70078 
MDC_60 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 10 0 18 
0 Shallow 157.5 118673.107 712039 
MDC_61 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 10 0 15 0 Shallow 
135 134225.949 671130 
MDC_62 Rock Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 50 0 45.32009888 Deep 202.5 76868.1788 3483670 
MDC_63 Rock Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 29 100 0 87.47440338 Deep 180 406895.998 35593000 
MDC_64 Rock Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 27 45 0 40.10020065 Deep 90 109718.162 4399720 
MDC_65 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 22 60 0 55.63539886 Deep 90 
394604.476 
21954000 
MDC_66 
Debris Slide-
Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 29 40 0 34.9897995 Deep 270 59280.7326 2074220 
MDC_67 Rock Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 35 0 31.18899918 Deep 90 121195.713 
3779970 
MDC_68 
Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 24 20 0 18.27260017 Deep 45 2408154.06 44003200 
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MDC_69 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 85 0 70.48249817 Deep 315 458328.878 
32304200 
MDC_70 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 31 80 0 68.58470154 Deep 112.5 222423.814 
15254900 
MDC_71 
Complex 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 90 0 73.73970032 Deep 
315 
302518.444 22307600 
MDC_72 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 36 50 0 40.46020126 Deep 157.5 740330.832 29953900 
MDC_73 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
31 
125 0 107.1640015 Deep 135 388676.311 41652100 
MDC_74 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 26 60 0 53.93370056 Deep 157.5 94500.5092 5096760 
MDC_75 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 23 30 0 27.61750031 Deep 360 194287.68 5365740 
MDC_76 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 24 25 0 22.84079933 Deep 225 65892.7392 1505040 
MDC_77 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 50 0 44.15319824 Deep 270 732786.607 32354900 
MDC_78 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 28 65 0 57.39920044 Deep 270 83746.3791 4806980 
MDC_79 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 22 30 0 27.81769943 Deep 360 840784.235 23388700 
MDC_80 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 23 60 0 55.23509979 Deep 337.5 237906.537 13140800 
MDC_81 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 26 80 0 71.91159821 Deep 90 8026066.18 577166976 
MDC_82 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 13 0 35 0 Shallow 67.5 26431.988 308373 
MDC_83 Earth Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 28 22 0 19.42740059 Deep 157.5 128753.476 2501350 
MDC_84 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic  22 25 0 23.1814003 Deep 90 1687026.68 39107600 
MDC_85 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 35 0 32.89139938 Deep 180 334189.517 10992000 
MDC_86 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 8 0 15 0 Shallow 180 65932.6532 329663 
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MDC_87 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 12 0 20 0 Shallow 180 37468.691 249791 
MDC_88 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 14 
0 
11 0 Shallow 90 132750.866 486753 
MDC_89 Debris Slide-Translational High Pre-
Historic 
Tt 21 13 0 12.13739967 Shallow 90 70882.1694 
860325 
MDC_90 Debris Slide-
Translational 
High Pre-Historic Tt 17 15 0 14.34519958 Shallow 90 137500.78 1972480 
MDC_91 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 20 0 18.79509926 
Deep 360 397562.989 7472240 
MDC_92 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 16 
0 
25 0 Shallow 360 172118.155 1434320 
MDC_93 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 20 35 0 32.89139938 Deep 360 1116183.4 36712800 
MDC_94 Debris Flow High 
Historic 
Tt 6 0 12 0 Shallow 270 169678.742 
678715 
MDC_95 
Earth Flow 
High Historic Tt 8 0 10 0 Shallow 90 10518.7714 35062.60156 
MDC_96 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 10 0 15 0 Shallow 270 39176.0976 195880 
MDC_97 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 
12 
0 7 0 Shallow 90 30868.2013 72025.79688 
MDC_98 Debris Flow High 
Historic 
Tt 14 0 25 0 Shallow 90 291487.371 
2429060 
MDC_99 
Debris Flow 
High Historic Tt 11 0 18 0 Shallow 270 59220.5056 355323 
MDC_100 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 6 0 18 0 Shallow 90 31226.1351 187357 
MDC_101 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate Historic Tt 17 45 0 43.03570175 Deep 67.5 244495.91 10522100 
MDC_102 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 19 65 0 61.46229935 Deep 67.5 2522868.83 155060992 
MDC_103 Debris Slide-Rotational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 28 20 0 17.66130066 Deep 270 302064.278 5334850 
MDC_104 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 6 0 12 0 Shallow 90 82919.553 331678 
MDC_105 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 17 15 0 14.34519958 Shallow 90 470464.49 6748910 
MDC_106 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 12 0 23 0 Shallow 90 20365.3417 156134 
MDC_107 Debris Flow Moderate Historic Tt 14 0 20 0 Shallow 360 25641.4272 170943 
MDC_108 Earth Slide-Rotational High Historic Tt 20 15 0 14.09630013 Shallow 90 34222.7041 482414 
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MDC_109 Earth Flow 
High 
Historic Qal 9 0 18 0 Shallow 180 
15519.8252 
93119 
MDC_110 Earth Flow High Historic Qal 11 0 25 0 
Shallow 
180 127092.046 1059100 
MDC_111 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 13 0 20 0 Shallow 180 36666.173 244441 
MDC_112 Debris Slide-Rotational High Historic Tt 23 55 
0 50.63209915 Deep 90 152454.4 7719090 
MDC_113 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 10 0 15 0 Shallow 270 10342.0434 51710.19922 
MDC_114 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Historic Tt 27 15 0 13.36670017 Shallow 90 81547.4894 
1090020 
MDC_115 Debris Slide-
Translational 
High Pre-Historic Tt 20 37 0 34.77090073 Deep 360 597465.57 20774400 
MDC_116 Debris Slide-Translational High Historic Tt 18 15 0 14.26659966 Shallow 
67.5 594199.964 8477210 
MDC_117 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 11 0 
15 
0 Shallow 270 17731.8096 88659 
MDC_118 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 16 25 0 24.03249931 Deep 90 1142130.04 27448200 
MDC_120 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 16 75 0 72.09750366 Deep 90 1376488.5 99241400 
MDC_121 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 13 0 7 0 Shallow 337.5 160269.636 
373962 
MDC_122 
Debris Flow 
High Historic Tt 15 0 25 0 Shallow 
112.5 
13878.6455 115655 
MDC_123 
Earth Flow High Historic Qal 7 0 9 0 
Shallow 
270 7629.35963 22888.09961 
MDC_124 Earth Flow High Historic Tt 10 0 25 
0 
Shallow 270 12654.5748 105455 
MDC_125 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 6 
0 
20 0 Shallow 90 109167.878 727786 
MDC_126 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 
23 45 0 41.42630005 Deep 90 2139907.95 88648496 
MDC_127 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 13 0 35 0 Shallow 90 70098.8415 817820 
MDC_128 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 15 70 0 67.61720276 Deep 90 1259400.38 85157104 
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MDC_129 Earth Flow High Historic Tt 15 0 10 0 Shallow 270 7086.82672 23622.80078 
MDC_130 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 14 0 16 0 Shallow 247.5 27250.0677 145334 
MDC_131 Earth Flow High Historic Qal 12 0 16 0 Shallow 360 9116.10764 48619.19922 
MDC_132 Debris Flow High Historic Qal 13 0 20 0 Shallow 112.5 28690.5267 191270 
MDC_133 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 8 0 11 0 Shallow 270 47343.1759 173592 
MDC_134 Debris Flow 
High 
Historic Tt 12 0 15 0 Shallow 135 
19785.4853 
98927.39844 
MDC_135 
Debris Flow High Historic Tt 9 0 15 0 Shallow 135 32541.7708 162709 
MDC_136 Earth Flow High Historic Qal 4 0 20 0 
Shallow 
270 83001.0551 553340 
MDC_137 Earth Flow High Historic Qal 7 
0 
15 0 Shallow 360 57364.649 286823 
MDC_138 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 9 0 15 0 Shallow 270 12864.8027 64324 
MDC_139 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 11 35 0 34.35760117 Deep 270 267094.368 9176720 
MDC_140 Earth Slide-Translational High Historic Tt 23 15 0 13.80879974 Shallow 202.5 28004.1209 386703 
MDC_141 
Complex 
High Pre-Historic Tt 14 20 0 19.40649986 Deep 337.5 
613044.36 11897000 
MDC_142 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 18 55 0 52.31079865 Deep 270 298148.749 15596400 
MDC_143 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 23 50 0 
46.02920151 Deep 90 429052.158 19748900 
MDC_144 Earth Slide-Rotational High Pre-Historic Tt 22 25 
0 23.1814003 Deep 202.5 740153.495 17157800 
MDC_145 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 19 25 0 23.63929939 Deep 135 306433.81 7243880 
MDC_146 Earth Slide-Translational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 30 0 28.97879982 Deep 112.5 403466.454 11692000 
MDC_147 Debris Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 35 0 32.89139938 Deep 90 206751.472 6800350 
MDC_148 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 12 18 0 17.60709953 Deep 45 466340.838 8210910 
MDC_149 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 17 20 0 19.12700081 Deep 90 141481.326 2706110 
MDC_150 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 18 45 0 42.79980087 Deep 270 159816.732 6840120 
MDC_151 Earth Slide-Translational Moderate Historic Tt 15 16 0 15.45540047 Deep 90 134843.109 2084050 
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MDC_152 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 21 65 0 60.68709946 Deep 90 4214222.36 255748992 
MDC_153 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 9 0 12 0 Shallow 90 22806.7317 91226.89844 
MDC_154 Debris Flow 
High 
Historic Tt 11 0 9 0 Shallow 202.5 
9449.69255 
28349.09961 
MDC_155 Earth Slide-Rotational 
High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 24 45 0 41.11339951 Deep 337.5 631076.46 
25945700 
MDC_156 Earth Slide-Rotational High Historic Tt 21 25 0 23.34119987 Deep 135 291622.18 6806810 
MDC_157 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 22 15 0 13.90890026 Shallow 135 2941195.11 40908800 
MDC_158 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 18 20 
0 19.02210045 Deep 112.5 2362373.97 44937300 
MDC_159 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 
15 25 0 24.14900017 Deep 67.5 1914931.14 46243700 
MDC_160 
Debris Slide-
Translational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-
Historic 
Tt 20 15 0 14.09630013 Shallow 202.5 1537343.37 21670900 
MDC_161 Debris Slide-Translational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 16 20 0 19.22599983 Deep 360 1247640.94 
23987100 
MDC_162 
Earth Slide-
Translational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 14 10 0 9.703260422 Shallow 22.5 813857.614 7897070 
MDC_163 Earth Flow High Historic Qal 8 0 10 0 Shallow 292.5 137477.215 458257 
MDC_164 Earth Slide-Rotational High Pre-Historic Tt 24 
15 0 13.7045002 Shallow 67.5 822838.377 11523600 
MDC_165 Debris Slide-Rotational Moderate Pre-
Historic 
Tt 22 15 0 13.90890026 Shallow 337.5 146261.567 2004440 
MDC_166 Complex 
Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 17 0 16.42130089 Deep 202.5 963931.37 
13407200 
MDC_167 
Debris Flow High Historic Tt 11 0 13 0 Shallow 
337.5 
2960918.42 48622100 
MDC_168 
Debris Slide-
Translational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 21 15 0 14.00469971 Shallow 292.5 129411.528 560783 
UDC_01 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 35 
0 
30 Deep 180 363662 11024600 
UDC_02 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 34 0 15 
0 Shallow 180 161120 805601 
UDC_03 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 33 
0 14 0 Shallow 202.5 31874 148747 
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UDC_04 Debris Flow Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 35 0 24 0 Shallow 247.5 14883 119068 
UDC_05 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 35 105 0 86 Deep 225 266950 22965600 
UDC_06 
Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 35 0 18 0 Shallow 202.5 
53488 320926 
UDC_07 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 40 40 0 31 
Deep 247.5 90827 2783940 
UDC_08 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 37 92 0 73 Deep 315 181743 13356700 
UDC_09 Complex Low (=<10) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 30 43 0 37 Deep 157.5 454061 16911400 
UDC_10 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 24 36 0 33 Deep 180 29211 960767 
UDC_11 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 21 165 0 154 Deep 135 1197162 184424992 
UDC_12 Complex High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 35 90 0 74 Deep 112.5 429099 31641600 
UDC_13 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 37 73 0 58 Deep 90 429369 25038600 
UDC_14 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 36 100 0 81 Deep 
90 
1319414 106768000 
UDC_15 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 32 21 0 18 Deep 112.5 310857 5537040 
UDC_16 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tis 31 73 0 63 Deep 112.5 670536 41964500 
UDC_17 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 17 37 0 35 Deep 112.5 310689 10993700 
UDC_18 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 14 0 22 0 Shallow 112.5 69510 509744 
UDC_19 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 14 85 0 82 Deep 67.5 367530 30313000 
UDC_20 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 26 72 0 65 Deep 157.5 795145 51462100 
UDC_21 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 31 65 0 56 Deep 45 333768 18599300 
UDC_22 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 21 0 9 0 Shallow 225 11601 34803.39844 
UDC_23 Earth Slide-Rotational High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 24 27 0 25 Deep 337.5 162015 3996610 
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UNIQUE ID Movement Class Confidence Age Geology Slope 
HS 
Height 
(ft) 
Fan 
Height 
(ft) 
Fail_Depth 
(ft) Deep/Shallow 
Direction 
(°) Area (ft2) Volume (ft3) 
UDC_24 Complex Low (=<10) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 28 50 0 44 Deep 202.5 87267 3853110 
UDC_25 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 20 85 0 80 Deep 337.5 1209259 96594400 
UDC_26 Complex Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 16 65 0 62 Deep 315 1080426 67509904 
UDC_27 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 35 52 0 43 Deep 157.5 247142 10529500 
UDC_28 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 18 20 0 19 Deep 360 141617 
2693840 
UDC_29 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 17 16 0 15 Deep 45 100180 
1532920 
UDC_30 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 22 42 0 39 Deep 225 145029 
5648130 
UDC_31 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 23 105 0 97 Deep 135 
543205 
52506900 
UDC_32 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 120 0 98 Deep 112.5 
88373 
8688850 
UDC_33 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 35 50 0 41 Deep 135 
366254 
15004100 
UDC_34 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 22 0 22 0 Shallow 90 46657 
342150 
UDC_35 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 22 30 0 28 Deep 135 
189853 
5281290 
UDC_36 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 24 20 0 18 Deep 157.5 161325 
2947840 
UDC_37 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 24 25 0 23 Deep 157.5 137874 
3149140 
UDC_38 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 19 80 0 76 Deep 135 1366429 103365000 
UDC_39 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 17 0 25 0 Shallow 157.5 19964 166364 
UDC_40 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 16 0 33 0 Shallow 157.5 26861 295475 
UDC_41 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 22 120 0 111 Deep 112.5 193118 21488400 
UDC_42 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 25 0 18 0 Shallow 135 43704 262224 
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UNIQUE ID Movement Class Confidence Age Geology Slope 
HS 
Height 
(ft) 
Fan 
Height 
(ft) 
Fail_Depth 
(ft) Deep/Shallow 
Direction 
(°) Area (ft2) Volume (ft3) 
UDC_43 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 22 0 13 0 Shallow 157.5 62869 272430 
UDC_44 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt & Qal 30 70 0 61 Deep 202.5 1741058 105562000 
UDC_45 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt & Qal 28 45 0 40 Deep 225 290124 11528900 
UDC_46 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt & Qal 25 45 0 41 Deep 247.5 338432 13804000 
UDC_47 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt & Qal 18 0 29 0 Shallow 45 358555 3466040 
UDC_48 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 11 0 30 0 Shallow 157.5 31090 310897 
UDC_49 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 8 0 20 0 Shallow 157.5 62219 414796 
UDC_50 Debris Slide-Rotational 
Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 26 80 0 72 Deep 247.5 79342 5705610 
UDC_51 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 22 105 0 97 Deep 90 448417 43658700 
UDC_52 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 15 85 0 82 Deep 90 232489 19088900 
UDC_53 Debris Slide-Rotational Low (=<10) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 27 40 0 36 Deep 157.5 44301 1579100 
UDC_54 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 22 60 0 56 Deep 90 384318 21381700 
UDC_55 Debris Flow Low (=<10) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 25 0 13 0 Shallow 112.5 32711 141749 
UDC_56 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 20 0 25 0 Shallow 112.5 37140 309498 
UDC_57 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 15 0 26 0 Shallow 225 51202 443746 
UDC_58 Rock Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 70 0 58 Deep 180 59382 3446790 
UDC_59 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 30 45 0 39 Deep 135 639731 24934800 
UDC_60 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 20 50 0 47 Deep 67.5 288153 13539600 
UDC_61 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 25 25 0 23 Deep 45 54040 1224560 
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UNIQUE ID Movement Class Confidence Age Geology Slope 
HS 
Height 
(ft) 
Fan 
Height 
(ft) 
Fail_Depth 
(ft) Deep/Shallow 
Direction 
(°) Area (ft2) Volume (ft3) 
UDC_62 Rock Slide-Translational High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 
20 
75 0 70 Deep 270 294921 20786500 
UDC_63 Debris Flow 
High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 21 0 34 0 Shallow 90 10273 116432 
UDC_64 Debris Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 19 0 11 0 Shallow 90 24271 88994.29688 
UDC_65 Earth Flow High (=>30) Historic (<150yrs) Tt 19 0 26 0 Shallow 90 61821 535785 
UDC_66 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) Tt 
20 55 0 52 Deep 135 571715 29549900 
UDC_67 Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 30 65 0 56 Deep 157.5 119483 
6726910 
UDC_68 
Complex Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 33 30 0 25 Deep 
22.5 84596 2128860 
UDC_69 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 22 130 0 121 Deep 112.5 720712 86876800 
UDC_70 Rock Slide-Rotational Moderate 
(11-29) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 28 65 0 57 Deep 135 283728 16285700 
UDC_71 Rock Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 34 90 0 
75 
Deep 67.5 59389 4432130 
UDC_72 Complex High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 36 65 0 53 Deep 157.5 2363578 124320000 
UDC_73 Debris Flow Moderate (11-29) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 33 0 19 0 Shallow 202.5 122971 778815 
UDC_74 Complex 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 33 140 0 117 Deep 180 
1158194 
136014000 
UDC_75 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 25 60 0 54 Deep 292.5 27549 
1498230 
UDC_76 Debris Flow 
High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 15 0 25 0 Shallow 90 12948 
107904 
UDC_77 Debris Slide-Rotational High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 22 45 0 42 Deep 45 27791 
1159610 
UDC_78 Debris Flow 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 7 0 20 0 Shallow 90 
41456 
276375 
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UNIQUE ID Movement Class 
Confidence 
Age Geology Slope 
HS 
Height 
(ft) 
Fan 
Height 
(ft) 
Fail_Depth 
(ft) Deep/Shallow 
Direction 
(°) Area (ft2) 
Volume (ft3) 
UDC_79 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 30 40 0 35 Deep 67.5 42833 
1484000 
UDC_80 Earth Flow 
High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 40 0 3 0 Shallow 270 4786 
4785.589844 
UDC_81 Earth Flow 
High (=>30) 
Historic 
(<150yrs) Tt 40 0 3 0 Shallow 270 2502 
2501.669922 
UDC_82 Earth Slide-Rotational 
High (=>30) 
Pre-
Historic 
(>150yrs) 
Tt 40 25 0 19 Deep 202.5 
702830 
13464000 
UDC_83 Complex 
High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 14 0 13 Shallow 22.5 583228 
7673240 
UDC_84 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 17 20 0 19 Deep 90 825451 
15788400 
UDC_85 Earth Slide-Translational Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 10 0 9 Shallow 270 224221 
2107120 
UDC_86 Complex 
Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 10 0 10 Shallow 360 1200674 
11598000 
UDC_87 Earth Slide-Rotational 
High 
Historic Tt 15 5 0 5 Shallow 180 
519841 
2510730 
UDC_88 Earth Flow 
Moderate 
Historic Qal 6 0 10 0 Shallow 360 
9082 
30273.19922 
UDC_89 Complex 
High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 10 0 10 Shallow 360 2510982 
24255100 
UDC_90 Complex 
High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 10 0 10 Shallow 22.5 2497596 
24125800 
UDC_91 Complex 
Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 10 5 0 5 Shallow 180 1620828 
7981150 
UDC_92 Earth Slide-Rotational 
High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 10 14 0 14 Shallow 180 618089 
8521910 
UDC_93 Complex 
Moderate 
Pre-
Historic Tt 13 10 0 10 Shallow 135 1853224 
18057700 
UDC_94 Earth Slide-Rotational 
High 
Historic Tt 18 10 0 10 Shallow 202.5 
54247 
515944 
UDC_95 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 12 10 0 10 Shallow 247.5 323692 
3166260 
UDC_96 Complex 
High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 25 0 24 Deep 180 636669 
15374900 
UDC_97 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 30 0 28 Deep 67.5 283465 
7991620 
UDC_98 Debris Flow 
Moderate 
Historic Qal 6 0 10 0 Shallow 180 
10860 
36201.10156 
UDC_99 Debris Flow 
Moderate 
Historic Qal 8 0 10 0 Shallow 180 
21356 
71185.89844 
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UNIQUE ID Movement Class Confidence Age Geology Slope 
HS 
Height 
(ft) 
Fan 
Height 
(ft) 
Fail_Depth 
(ft) 
Deep/Shallow Direction (°) Area (ft2) Volume (ft3) 
UDC_100 Debris Flow High Historic Qal 6 0 14 0 Shallow 360 77998 363991 
UDC_101 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 
24 40 0 37 Deep 360 931323 34035500 
UDC_102 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 12 0 15 0 Shallow 360 
255783 
1278920 
UDC_103 
Debris Flow High Historic Qal 10 0 10 0 
Shallow 
360 43166 143887 
UDC_104 Debris Flow High Historic Qal 10 
0 
13 0 Shallow 360 19829 85925.29688 
UDC_105 Debris Flow High Historic Qal 10 0 7 0 Shallow 360 28610 66755.70313 
UDC_106 Debris Flow 
High 
Historic Qal 10 0 9 0 Shallow 360 28961 86883.79688 
UDC_108 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 23 15 0 14 
Shallow 360 113565 1568200 
UDC_107 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 20 18 0 17 Deep 360 100594 1701610 
UDC_109 Debris Flow High Historic Qal 0 0 9 0 Shallow 0 74680 224041 
UDC_110 
Complex 
Low Pre-Historic Tt 20 18 0 17 Deep 22.5 560149 9475260 
UDC_111 Earth Slide-Rotational Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 22 12 0 11 
Shallow 360 163670 1821170 
UDC_112 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 20 15 
0 14 Shallow 360 469442 6617400 
UDC_113 Complex High Pre-Historic Tt 
27 15 0 13 Shallow 360 2012756 26903900 
UDC_114 Earth Flow Moderate Historic Qal 6 10 10 0 Shallow 202.5 126482 421605 
UDC_115 Earth Slide-Translational High Historic Tt 16 20 0 19 
Deep 90 423947 8150810 
UDC_116 Debris Flow High Historic Tt 7 
0 
10 0 Shallow 67.5 34530 115099 
UDC_117 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 
20 15 0 14 Shallow 22.5 2560454 36092900 
UDC_118 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 25 10 0 9 Shallow 270 525501 4763140 
UDC_119 
Earth Slide-Rotational High Pre-Historic Tt 16 17 0 16 Deep 202.5 88019 1438420 
UDC_120 Earth Slide-Translational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 15 10 0 
10 Shallow 90 729141 7043210 
UDC_121 
Complex-Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 18 20 0 
19 Deep 202.5 317821 6045620 
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UNIQUE ID Movement Class Confidence Age Geology 
Slope 
HS 
Height 
(ft) 
Fan 
Height 
(ft) 
Fail_Depth 
(ft) Deep/Shallow 
Direction 
(°) Area (ft2) Volume (ft3) 
UDC_122 Debris Slide-Rotational Moderate Pre-
Historic 
Tt 24 25 0 23 Deep 180 145923 3333000 
UDC_123 
Complex-Debris 
Slide-
Rotational+Debris 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 21 15 0 14 Shallow 90 461142 6458150 
UDC_124 Earth Slide-Rotational High Historic Tt 17 12 0 11 Shallow 157.5 77814 893010 
UDC_125 Complex Low Pre-Historic Tt 17 15 0 14 Shallow 180 777889 11159000 
UDC_126 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 19 12 0 11 Shallow 180 813223 9227570 
UDC_127 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 15 10 0 10 Shallow 180 603521 5829780 
UDC_128 
Earth Slide-
Translational+Earth 
Flow 
High Pre-Historic Tt 20 12 0 11 Shallow 90 549054 6191680 
UDC_129 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 15 18 0 17 Deep 90 380842 6621820 
UDC_130 
Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High Historic Tt 10 10 0 10 Shallow 67.5 1349777 13292900 
UDC_131 Debris Slide-Rotational High 
Pre-
Historic Tt 18 25 0 24 Deep 90 770300 18315900 
UDC_132 
Earth Slide-
Rotational+Earth 
Flow 
High Historic Tt 12 15 0 15 Shallow 360 941561 13815100 
UDC_133 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 15 20 0 19 Deep 22.5 6031889 116531000 
UDC_136 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 20 10 0 9 Shallow 22.5 296848 2789640 
UDC_134 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 15 20 0 19 Deep 90 20607946 398128992 
UDC_135 Complex Moderate Pre-Historic Tt 15 20 0 19 Deep 67.5 10355884 200067008 !!!!!!!
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Tyee Formation Nepheline Syenite Landslide Deposits Alluvium Deposits 
Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety 
1 29.1 1 513.8 1 14.9 1 20.4 
1.5 19.4 1.5 342.6 1.5 9.9 1.5 13.6 
2 14.5 2 256.9 2 7.4 2 10.2 
2.5 11.6 2.5 205.6 2.5 5.9 2.5 8.1 
3 9.7 3 171.3 3 5.0 3 6.8 
3.5 8.3 3.5 146.9 3.5 4.2 3.5 5.8 
4 7.3 4 128.5 4 3.7 4 5.1 
4.5 6.5 4.5 114.3 4.5 3.3 4.5 4.5 
5 5.8 5 102.9 5 3.0 5 4.1 
5.5 5.3 5.5 93.5 5.5 2.7 5.5 3.7 
6 4.8 6 85.8 6 2.5 6 3.4 
6.5 4.5 6.5 79.2 6.5 2.3 6.5 3.1 
7 4.2 7 73.6 7 2.1 7 2.9 
7.5 3.9 7.5 68.7 7.5 2.0 7.5 2.7 
8 3.6 8 64.4 8 1.8 8 2.5 
8.5 3.4 8.5 60.6 8.5 1.7 8.5 2.4 
9 3.2 9 57.3 9 1.6 9 2.3 
9.5 3.1 9.5 54.3 9.5 1.6 9.5 2.1 
10 2.9 10 51.6 10 1.5 10 2.0 
10.5 2.8 10.5 49.2 10.5 1.4 10.5 1.9 
11 2.6 11 47.0 11 1.3 11 1.8 
11.5 2.5 11.5 44.9 11.5 1.3 11.5 1.8 
12 2.4 12 43.1 12 1.2 12 1.7 
12.5 2.3 12.5 41.4 12.5 1.2 12.5 1.6 
13 2.2 13 39.8 13 1.1 13 1.6 
13.5 2.1 13.5 38.4 13.5 1.1 13.5 1.5 
14 2.1 14 37.0 14 1.0 14 1.4 
14.5 2.0 14.5 35.8 14.5 1.0 14.5 1.4 
15 1.9 15 34.6 15 1.0 15 1.3 
15.5 1.9 15.5 33.5 15.5 0.9 15.5 1.3 
16 1.8 16 32.5 16 0.9 16 1.3 
16.5 1.8 16.5 31.5 16.5 0.9 16.5 1.2 
17 1.7 17 30.6 17 0.8 17 1.2 
17.5 1.7 17.5 29.8 17.5 0.8 17.5 1.1 
18 1.6 18 29.0 18 0.8 18 1.1 
18.5 1.6 18.5 28.2 18.5 0.8 18.5 1.1 
19 1.5 19 27.5 19 0.8 19 1.1 
19.5 1.5 19.5 26.8 19.5 0.7 19.5 1.0 
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Tyee Formation Nepheline Syenite Landslide Deposits Alluvium Deposits 
Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety 
20 1.5 20 26.1 20 0.7 20 1.0 
20.5 1.4 20.5 25.5 20.5 0.7 20.5 1.0 
21 1.4 21 24.9 21 0.7 21 1.0 
21.5 1.4 21.5 24.4 21.5 0.7 21.5 0.9 
22 1.3 22 23.9 22 0.6 22 0.9 
22.5 1.3 22.5 23.4 22.5 0.6 22.5 0.9 
23 1.3 23 22.9 23 0.6 23 0.9 
23.5 1.2 23.5 22.4 23.5 0.6 23.5 0.8 
24 1.2 24 22.0 24 0.6 24 0.8 
24.5 1.2 24.5 21.5 24.5 0.6 24.5 0.8 
25 1.2 25 21.1 25 0.6 25 0.8 
25.5 1.1 25.5 20.7 25.5 0.5 25.5 0.8 
26 1.1 26 20.4 26 0.5 26 0.8 
26.5 1.1 26.5 20.0 26.5 0.5 26.5 0.7 
27 1.1 27 19.7 27 0.5 27 0.7 
27.5 1.1 27.5 19.3 27.5 0.5 27.5 0.7 
28 1.0 28 19.0 28 0.5 28 0.7 
28.5 1.0 28.5 18.7 28.5 0.5 28.5 0.7 
29 1.0 29 18.4 29 0.5 29 0.7 
29.5 1.0 29.5 18.1 29.5 0.5 29.5 0.7 
30 1.0 30 17.8 30 0.4 30 0.7 
30.5 1.0 30.5 17.6 30.5 0.4 30.5 0.6 
31 0.9 31 17.3 31 0.4 31 0.6 
31.5 0.9 31.5 17.0 31.5 0.4 31.5 0.6 
32 0.9 32 16.8 32 0.4 32 0.6 
32.5 0.9 32.5 16.6 32.5 0.4 32.5 0.6 
33 0.9 33 16.3 33 0.4 33 0.6 
33.5 0.9 33.5 16.1 33.5 0.4 33.5 0.6 
34 0.9 34 15.9 34 0.4 34 0.6 
34.5 0.9 34.5 15.7 34.5 0.4 34.5 0.6 
35 0.8 35 15.5 35 0.4 35 0.6 
35.5 0.8 35.5 15.3 35.5 0.4 35.5 0.5 
36 0.8 36 15.1 36 0.4 36 0.5 
36.5 0.8 36.5 14.9 36.5 0.4 36.5 0.5 
37 0.8 37 14.8 37 0.3 37 0.5 
37.5 0.8 37.5 14.6 37.5 0.3 37.5 0.5 
38 0.8 38 14.4 38 0.3 38 0.5 
38.5 0.8 38.5 14.3 38.5 0.3 38.5 0.5 
39 0.8 39 14.1 39 0.3 39 0.5 
39.5 0.8 39.5 14.0 39.5 0.3 39.5 0.5 
40 0.7 40 13.8 40 0.3 40 0.5 
40.5 0.7 40.5 13.7 40.5 0.3 40.5 0.5 
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Tyee Formation Nepheline Syenite Landslide Deposits Alluvium Deposits 
Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety 
41 0.7 41 13.5 41 0.3 41 0.5 
41.5 0.7 41.5 13.4 41.5 0.3 41.5 0.5 
42 0.7 42 13.2 42 0.3 42 0.4 
42.5 0.7 42.5 13.1 42.5 0.3 42.5 0.4 
43 0.7 43 13.0 43 0.3 43 0.4 
43.5 0.7 43.5 12.9 43.5 0.3 43.5 0.4 
44 0.7 44 12.7 44 0.3 44 0.4 
44.5 0.7 44.5 12.6 44.5 0.3 44.5 0.4 
45 0.7 45 12.5 45 0.3 45 0.4 
45.5 0.7 45.5 12.4 45.5 0.3 45.5 0.4 
46 0.6 46 12.3 46 0.3 46 0.4 
46.5 0.6 46.5 12.2 46.5 0.2 46.5 0.4 
47 0.6 47 12.1 47 0.2 47 0.4 
47.5 0.6 47.5 12.0 47.5 0.2 47.5 0.4 
48 0.6 48 11.9 48 0.2 48 0.4 
48.5 0.6 48.5 11.8 48.5 0.2 48.5 0.4 
49 0.6 49 11.7 49 0.2 49 0.4 
49.5 0.6 49.5 11.6 49.5 0.2 49.5 0.4 
50 0.6 50 11.5 50 0.2 50 0.4 
50.5 0.6 50.5 11.4 50.5 0.2 50.5 0.4 
51 0.6 51 11.3 51 0.2 51 0.4 
51.5 0.6 51.5 11.3 51.5 0.2 51.5 0.4 
52 0.6 52 11.2 52 0.2 52 0.3 
52.5 0.6 52.5 11.1 52.5 0.2 52.5 0.3 
53 0.6 53 11.0 53 0.2 53 0.3 
53.5 0.6 53.5 10.9 53.5 0.2 53.5 0.3 
54 0.6 54 10.9 54 0.2 54 0.3 
54.5 0.6 54.5 10.8 54.5 0.2 54.5 0.3 
55 0.6 55 10.7 55 0.2 55 0.3 
55.5 0.5 55.5 10.7 55.5 0.2 55.5 0.3 
56 0.5 56 10.6 56 0.2 56 0.3 
56.5 0.5 56.5 10.5 56.5 0.2 56.5 0.3 
57 0.5 57 10.5 57 0.2 57 0.3 
57.5 0.5 57.5 10.4 57.5 0.2 57.5 0.3 
58 0.5 58 10.3 58 0.2 58 0.3 
58.5 0.5 58.5 10.3 58.5 0.2 58.5 0.3 
59 0.5 59 10.2 59 0.2 59 0.3 
59.5 0.5 59.5 10.2 59.5 0.2 59.5 0.3 
60 0.5 60 10.1 60 0.1 60 0.3 
60.5 0.5 60.5 10.1 60.5 0.1 60.5 0.3 
61 0.5 61 10.0 61 0.1 61 0.3 
61.5 0.5 61.5 10.0 61.5 0.1 61.5 0.3 
!102!
Tyee Formation Nepheline Syenite Landslide Deposits Alluvium Deposits 
Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety 
62 0.5 62 9.9 62 0.1 62 0.3 
62.5 0.5 62.5 9.9 62.5 0.1 62.5 0.3 
63 0.5 63 9.8 63 0.1 63 0.3 
63.5 0.5 63.5 9.8 63.5 0.1 63.5 0.3 
64 0.5 64 9.7 64 0.1 64 0.3 
64.5 0.5 64.5 9.7 64.5 0.1 64.5 0.3 
65 0.5 65 9.6 65 0.1 65 0.3 
65.5 0.5 65.5 9.6 65.5 0.1 65.5 0.3 
66 0.5 66 9.5 66 0.1 66 0.2 
66.5 0.5 66.5 9.5 66.5 0.1 66.5 0.2 
67 0.5 67 9.5 67 0.1 67 0.2 
67.5 0.5 67.5 9.4 67.5 0.1 67.5 0.2 
68 0.5 68 9.4 68 0.1 68 0.2 
68.5 0.5 68.5 9.4 68.5 0.1 68.5 0.2 
69 0.5 69 9.3 69 0.1 69 0.2 
69.5 0.5 69.5 9.3 69.5 0.1 69.5 0.2 
70 0.4 70 9.3 70 0.1 70 0.2 
70.5 0.4 70.5 9.2 70.5 0.1 70.5 0.2 
71 0.4 71 9.2 71 0.1 71 0.2 
71.5 0.4 71.5 9.2 71.5 0.1 71.5 0.2 
72 0.4 72 9.1 72 0.1 72 0.2 
72.5 0.4 72.5 9.1 72.5 0.1 72.5 0.2 
73 0.4 73 9.1 73 0.1 73 0.2 
73.5 0.4 73.5 9.0 73.5 0.1 73.5 0.2 
74 0.4 74 9.0 74 0.1 74 0.2 
74.5 0.4 74.5 9.0 74.5 0.1 74.5 0.2 
75 0.4 75 9.0 75 0.1 75 0.2 
75.5 0.4 75.5 8.9 75.5 0.1 75.5 0.2 
76 0.4 76 8.9 76 0.1 76 0.2 
76.5 0.4 76.5 8.9 76.5 0.1 76.5 0.2 
77 0.4 77 8.9 77 0.1 77 0.2 
77.5 0.4 77.5 8.9 77.5 0.1 77.5 0.2 
78 0.4 78 8.8 78 0.1 78 0.2 
78.5 0.4 78.5 8.8 78.5 0.1 78.5 0.2 
79 0.4 79 8.8 79 0.1 79 0.2 
79.5 0.4 79.5 8.8 79.5 0.0 79.5 0.2 
80 0.4 80 8.8 80 0.0 80 0.2 
80.5 0.4 80.5 8.7 80.5 0.0 80.5 0.2 
81 0.4 81 8.7 81 0.0 81 0.2 
81.5 0.4 81.5 8.7 81.5 0.0 81.5 0.2 
82 0.4 82 8.7 82 0.0 82 0.2 
82.5 0.4 82.5 8.7 82.5 0.0 82.5 0.2 
!103!
Tyee Formation Nepheline Syenite Landslide Deposits Alluvium Deposits 
Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety Slope Factor of Safety 
83 0.4 83 8.7 83 0.0 83 0.2 
83.5 0.4 83.5 8.7 83.5 0.0 83.5 0.2 
84 0.4 84 8.6 84 0.0 84 0.2 
84.5 0.4 84.5 8.6 84.5 0.0 84.5 0.2 
85 0.4 85 8.6 85 0.0 85 0.2 
85.5 0.4 85.5 8.6 85.5 0.0 85.5 0.2 
86 0.4 86 8.6 86 0.0 86 0.2 
86.5 0.4 86.5 8.6 86.5 0.0 86.5 0.2 
87 0.4 87 8.6 87 0.0 87 0.2 
87.5 0.4 87.5 8.6 87.5 0.0 87.5 0.1 
88 0.4 88 8.6 88 0.0 88 0.1 
88.5 0.4 88.5 8.6 88.5 0.0 88.5 0.1 
89 0.4 89 8.6 89 0.0 89 0.1 
89.5 0.4 89.5 8.6 89.5 0.0 89.5 0.1 
90 0.4 90 8.6 90 0.0 90 0.1 !!
